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Executive Vice President Slot Open

Chamber Gets Several
Applications For Position

"THE WIZARD OF OZ"—Final rehearsals are under way on the new stage in the old freight depot for the children's
musical,"The Wizard of Oz." Two performances of the play are scheduled each evening June 26, 27, 28, and July 3,
4, and 5 at 6 and 8. The show plays for about 75 minutes without an intermission. Pictured here are, from left, Joe
Jackson as the Tin Man, Billy Bradly Mitchell as Toto, Julie Bazzell as Dorothy, Tim Reding as the Scarecrow, and
Scottie Rice as the Cowardly Lion. Seating is limited to 145 for each show. For ticket information phone 759-1752
24 hours a day.

Several applications have already
been received for the post of executive
vice president of the Murray-Calloway
Chamber of Commerce according to an
announcement released to chamber
members today.
A chamber board-appointed search
committee, headed by Sammy Parker,
has begun advertising for applicants
for the post and will continue accepting
resumes from interested individuals
until July 12, 1980.
The chamber executive vicepresident's post has been vacant since
April 30 when the board of directors
elected not to renew the contract of
James L. Johnson who had served in
the position for 20 years.
Since that time, the chamber has
functioned under the executive committee of Paul Kiesow, president; Parker,
vice president; Stuart Poston,
secretary; and David Graham,
treasurer. Mrs. Debbie Haley, the
chamber secretary for the past three
years, has been in charge of office
operations since May 1.
The timetable listed by the search
committee sets a target date of the

Theatre To Open Depot With 'Wizard Of Oz'
The Yellow Brick Road will never be
the same after the Murray-Calloway
County Community Theatre opens a
new community facility and home for
the theatre with L. Frank Baum's
children's classic, "The Wizard of Oz"

Thursday night.
The old freight depot is the scene for
Community Theatre's first indoor
Playhouse in the Park production
which features music from the 1930
MGM film which starred the late Judy

Garland. "The cast and crew is even
more excited than usual because for the
first time we know we'll be performing
rain or shine,- said Daytha Howell,
assistant to the director. -We really
have two great attractions; -The

Most South Central Bell Patrons
Will Get Check For Refund Soon
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1.AP) — Most
Kentucky customers of South Central
Bell Telephone Co. will be getting a $10
to $12 check in the mail this summer as
part of a $10.4 million refund ordered by
the state Utility Regulatory Commission.
The refund announced Monday is the
largest in the company's history and
stems from a complicated series of rate

cases and appeals dating to 1975. The
cases were resolved in February with a
decision by Franklin Circuit Court.
The major issue in each of three
cases that were under appeal involved
the commission's treatment of Job
Development Investment Credit, a part
of the Internal Revenue Code.
The commission agreed in August
1979 to change its past policy of not
allowing the company to earn a return

Federal Revenue onthatiterp
Sharing Checks
May Be Halved
WASHINGTON ( AP — Federal
revenue sharing checks going to the
states next month may be cut in half
under a $15.9 billion emergency spending bill before the Senate.
The legislation, approved by the
Senate Appropriations Committee Monday, would cut $572 million from the
revenue sharing program for the fourth
quarter of the fiscal year — July
through September.
That would wipe out the states' portion of federal revenue sharing for the
remainder of this fiscal year. To ease
the impact, however, the bill would
spread the cut over two quarters — July
through September and October
through December — with each check
cut in half.
The bill was expected to go to the
Senate floor sometime today, but committee aides said parliamentary objections to the quick consideration could
force a delay until later this week.
When the bill is considered, a move is
expected to restore at least some of the
revenue sharing money. Such a move
would be difficult, however, since
revenue sharing supporters apparently
would have to come up with cuts
elsewhere in the budget sufficient to offset the money added to the bill.
As approved by the committee, the
$15.9 billion emergency spending bill
provides supplemental funds for virtually all federal agencies to carry
them through to the end of the fiscal
year Sept. 30.
It also is intended to bring federal
spending during the current fiscal year
into line with budget constraints.
The decision cutting revenue sharing
was one of the final votes taken before
the bill was approved.
After several days of work on the bill,
committee members added up their appropriations Monday and found the
total was too high to comply with congressional budget restrictions. The
state portion of revenue sharing then
got the ax.

In February of this year, Franklin
Circuit Court ruled the commission
should re-evaluate its past orders to
conform to current IRS regulations.
The commission chose not to appeal
the ruling in return for Bell's agreement to immediately refund $17 million
it had collected in excess of commissionapproved rates since 1975.
However, Bell was allowed to offset
approximately $10 million from the
refundable amount that it was entitled
to under the revised JDIC treatment,
leaving $7 million plus 10.
,percent interest.
South Central Bell must submit its refund plan to the commission by June 30,

with all refunds to the customers to be
completed by Aug. 30.
Bell Spokesman Cruse Braswell Jr.
estimated that 700,000 people and
businesses who had basic service with
the compaany between September 1975
and June 1976 will be eligible for the refund.
Because of a number of factors are
involved in calculating each portion of
the claim, however, he said it is difficult to know exactly how much any
one customer will receive.
Braswell said the decision "is going
to have a devastating effect- on the
company, which recently asked the
commission for a $71 million rate increase.
The ordered payout "takes a chunk"
from the $18 million rate increase
granted the company last summer, he
said, and "can't help but make worse a
situation that's already bad."
But there are no plans to dispute the
order, Braswell said, likening it to the
removal of the sword from over
Damocles' head.
"There are some real advantages to
getting this issue resolved," he said.

Food Items Rise in June;
Local Prices High in State
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Housewives paid an average 10 cents
more in June for a marketbasket of 40
selected staple food items, the Kentucky Farm Bureau reports.
The bureau, which checked supermarket tabs in 27 communities around
the state, said the 40-item grouping cost
an average of $51.87, compared with
$51.77 in May.
The survey found that consumers
continued to benefit from depressed
livestock prices. Seven meat products
registered price drops in three of the
past four months, and all but one of the
13 beef, pork and poultry items on the
survey were cheaper than they were
last July.
The June price increase, which
amounted to a gain of just two-tenths of
one percent over May, was attributed to
higher prices for T-bone steaks, sirloin
roast, pork chops, cheese, apples and
Idaho potatoes.
fartially offsetting these gains were
lower prices for ground beef, pot roast,
bac% sausage, ham, eggs, butter and
lettuce.
Kentucky Farm Bureau women
began conducting the monthly survey
one year ago in an effort to compare
retail food price changes with increases
or decreases in farm commodity

prices.
The 12-month average marketbasket
cost was $51.68. The September 1979
survey reflected the lowest figure,
$50.68, while December's statewide
average of $52.21 was the highest.
The bureau said June's survey figure
was four cents higher than the January
average, reflecting the period's overall
food price stability.
The survey measures such staples as
meats, dairy products, basic cooking
ingredients and fresh vegetables.
Greensburg had the lowest marketbasket figure for June, $48 for the 40
items, while Stanford registered the top
price of $55.95.
Other local marketbasket averages
included Hopkinsville,$48.97; Paducah,
$50.27; Glasgow, $50.35; Danville and
Sebree, $51.21; Elizabethtown, $51.32;
Owensboro, $51.48; Murray, $53.28;
Louisville-Jefferson County, $53.68;
Frankfort, $54.82; Lexington, $54.91;
and Henderson,$55.51.
The latest agricultural price report
showed some bottoming out of livestock
prices after several months of steep
declines. Hog prices, showed some improvement but remained 35 percent
lower than one year ago.
Cattle and calf prices dropped further
to a level 22 percent below last year's
prices.

Wizard cif Oz" and this beautiful depot
which works so well as our theatre."
The script for the play has been
prepared by director Richard Valentine
and the cast as dialogue was improvised in three weeks of rehearsal. "Our
show is based on the film which was
based on Baum's book. Lovers of the
movie won't be disappointed since this
show is really a 'rememberance' of the
screen version," Valentine said. "The
show only runs an hour and 10 minutes
so the early show is great for younger
children and the whole family can enjoy
the production. We're doing this show
without an intermission so all of the action is non-stop."
"Somewhere Over the Rainbow," -If
I Only Had a Brain," "We're Off To See
the Wizard," and all the familiar tunes
are there,- according to musical director Suzanne Johnson, "This show is absolutely delightful. I grin from ear to
ear just because the cast is out there haveing so much fun. It's contagious."
The scene design, costumes, lighting
and special effects for this show have
been demanding but with their new
home volunteers have found the work
easier than working outside, according
to the scene designer, Karen Boyd.
"These old-time ceiling fans together
with plenty of light and a good, clean,
level floor have made-believe it or not
in this old depot sheer pleasure. And the
space is so unique we've gotten to be
really creative with the "Oz Machine'
and all of its special effects, the swing
ing walls and revolving platform, anc
the color-it's a real rainbow." Boyc
said.
Seating will be limited to 145 so reservations may be necessary. Phone 7591752 to reserve tickets or for 24-hour
recorded program information. The
play runs Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights, June 26, 27, 28, and July 3,4,
5, with two performances each night,
one at 6 and one at 8. Admission is $3 for
idults and $1.50 for children under 12
Ind senior citizens.

third to fourth week of September for
filling the executive director's position.
The committee plans to review and
evaluate all applications for the position by July 31 and to send out invitations for interviews between August I
and August 8. Interviews for finalists
selected by the screening committee
are slated August 11-30 with a recommendation to the full board expected to
be made between September 2 and
September 13.
Industrial recruitment is listed as
having "primary importance" in the
job description for the chamber executive vice president. Some of the
other duties and responsibilities for the
person hired include:
• Helping existing industry to grow and
prosper in the community.
• Develop key contacts with government at all levels.
• Promote retail trade and commerce
in the community.
• Develop and implement a program
for tourism promotion.
Desired qualifications listed by the
search committee include:
A successful "track record" with a
chamber of commerce or similar experience.
Management, personnel or industrial
relations experience.
.-- Proven strong ability in oral
.and
written skills.
,.- Experience in industrial recruitment
within the past five years.
Newspaper, publicity or advertising

experience.
,..- Sales, sales management or merchandising experience.
Other qualifications include a college
degree or comparable experience;
leadership in chamber executive
groups; institute training in chamber
management; and participation in extracurricular activities in college.
The applicant should be willing to
travel and to become involved in community affairs; be skilled in organizing
and researching economic facts and
data useful] to business and industry;
and have vision toward issues and problems which affect concerned business
leaders in the community, according to
the list of qualifications.
To date, 22 applications have been
received, 18 from local residents and
four from out-of-town.

Fiscal Court Opens
Equipment Bids,
Takes No Action
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
opened bids on equipment in a special
meeting Monday afternoon but took no
action on the purchase.
The bids for the tractor, mower and
ditcher combination were from five
firms,two of which are local.
In other business, the magistrates approved general fund and road fund expenses to close out the fiscal year.

Advisory Council For
Vet Center Sets Meet
A meeting of the 30-member Citizens
Advisory, Council of the Murray State
University Veterinary Diagnostic and
Research Center at Hopkinsville is
scheduled for Thursday, June 26, on the
main campus in Murray.
It will be held in the board of regents
room in Wells Hall, beginning at IO a.m.
Made up of livestock producers and
veterinarians from across West Kentucky, West Tennessee and Southern Indiana, the council meets periodically
with administrators from both the
center and the university to review the
diagnostic and research operations at
the center and to discuss industry
trends and service opportunities.
John Adams of the Penny-rile Area
Development District is the council
president.
Following a 12:30 p.m. luncheon, the
council members will tour some of the
university's facilities.
Dr. Wade L. Kadel, director of the
center, said the meeting's agenda
would include:
+A capital construction project
status report by Dr. Marshall Gordon,
vice-president for university services.
i-The appointment of several new
council members,and
+Reports from the center's
laboratory section chiefs.
Other items expected to be discussed,
he said,include:
+A report from the council's executive conunittee by Dr. Jenks S.

Britt, Russellville.
+A budget report by Jim Hall, executive assistant to Murray State President Constantine W. Curris.
+A discussion dealing with staffing
at the center and led by Kadel,and
+A report on the laboratory's success in dealing with a heavy caseload,
also by Kadel.
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fair and
warm
Fair and warm tonight. Low
low to mid 70s. Mostly sunny hot
and hazy Wednesday. High upper
80s to lower 90s.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

359.18
359.40
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DEED PRESENTATION—Mrs. Vernon Higgins Hale is pictured as she presents the deed to Jack Belote, president
of the Calloway County Public Library District Construction Co., for a tract of land that was a part of the original
Higgins homeplace and joins the newly acquired library property on the north boundary. The land will be
developed into a reading garden adjoining the existing one and will bedesignatedas the Hale Family Memorial Garden. From left are Mrs. Solon Hale, Solon Hale, daughter-in-law and son of Mrs. Hale; Mrs. Hale; Dr. A. H. Kopperud, treasurer of the Calloway County Public Library Board of Trustees; Belote; and Mrs. Margaret Trevathan,
librarian.
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EliteNeal
Crowns Her
Successor
JACKSON, Tenn. API —
An East Tennessee State
University English major has
earned a trip to Atlantic City,
N.J., as the new Miss Tennessee
Sara Ann Leonard, 20,
brown-eyed and brownhaired, entered the contest as
Miss Historic Jonesborough.
She is 5 foot-6 inches tall and
weighs 113 pounds.
"Oh, I don't believe this,"
she said, gasping, before burying her face in her hands,
when the winner was announced Saturday night.
For her talent competition,
she sang "This Moment in
Time." Her hobbies include
writing and she enjoys tennis,
volleyball and swinuning.
Elise Neal, of Paris, Tenn.,
relinquished her 1979 crown to
Miss Leonard, who was wearing a floor-length tan dress.
The new Miss Tennessee, who
also won a $3,000 scholarship,
then made the traditional
walk down a 50-foot ramp in
front of the stage. A nearcapacity crowd filled Jackson
Civic Coliseum.
First runner-up was Miss
Carson Newman College,
Susan Kay Newman, 21, of
Louisville, Tenn., a textile and
clothing major at the Jefferson City school.
Miss Johnson City, SuEllen
Rice, 22, of Erwin and an ETSU student, was second
runner-up. Third runner-up
was Miss Memphis, Billie Ann
Johnson, 23, a graduate student at Memphis State who
teaches dance and gymnastics
in the Memphis city school
system.
Fourth runner-up was Miss
Chattanooga, Desiree Daniels,
20, of Chattanooga, a student
State
Chattanooga
at
Technical Institute majoring
in math and accounting. A 5foot, 10-inch blonde, Miss
Daniels was the tallest of the
34 contestants.

Thru July 29
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Phylis Ann Cottrell Is
Married To Mr. Burke
Phylus Ann Cottrell became
the bride of Michael G. Burke
In a recent candlelight
oaremony at Memorial Baptist Church. Dr Jerrell White,
pastor of the Jchurch, officiated at the Idouble ring
ceremony. Org4 music was
provided by Margaret
pinski of
Wilkins. Debbie
Boling Green was soloist and
accompanied herself on the

guitar.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Cottrell, 513 South 6th Street,
Murray, and Mrs. Donna
Lopez, Miami, Fla. The groom
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John
J. Burke, Trumbull, Conn.
As the bride proceeded to
the altar she gave her mother
and stepmother each a pink
rose. Upon leaving the altar
following the ceremony, she
presented a pink rose to her
husband's mother.
Bride's Dress
Given in marriage by her
father, the bride wore a formal gown of ivory organza
and bridal satin. The bodice
featured a yoke of English net
and silk embroidery which
formed the high neckline.
Venise lace and silk chantilly
lace defined the V-neckline.
The sheer organza sleeves and
wide cuffs were trimmed in
lace and edged with a ruffle.
The skirt, which fell from a
was
waistline,
natural
bordered by a deep organza
ruffle that continued into a
chapel train.
Her veil was a cathedrallength mantilla of silk bridal
illusion that flowed with bouffant fullness from a lace
rosette with a row of matching re-embroidered lace appliqued vertically. She carried
a bouquet of pink pixie carnations and gypsophelia featuring three cymbidium orchids.
Upon arrival at the altar the
bride sang "It Seems I've
Always Loved You." The
groom accompanied himself
on the guitar and sang "Thank
You For Your Smile," a song
he had composed for his bride.
Following the ceremony the
bride and groom sang "Today" together.
The altar was adorned with
arch and spiral candelabra,
and tapers on the rail were
greenery.
with
banked
Candles were in each window,
and hurricane lamps with
daisies marked family pews.
Connie Dugan, Atlanta, Ga.,
was her sister's matron of
honor. She wore a floor length
gown of apricot floral chiffon.
The blouson bodice featured
slit sleeves and a satin ribbon
at the waist.
Bridesmaids were Suellyn
Speigelman, Memphis, Tenn.;
Catherine Sargent, Fort
Knox; Erin Burke, Trumbull,
Conn., sister of the groom;
Jean Forsee, Pearl, Miss.;
Christine Dunckel, Atlanta,
Ga.; Terry Hendrick, Bowling
Green; and Carolyn Summers, Miami,Fla.
They wore floor length
gowns of spice silesta knit
designed on empire lines. The
fitted bodice featured spaghetti straps and was.covered with

Lawrence E Lamb,M.D.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019 This
issue will give you some basic
information about cancers.
including the terms that doctors often use and what to
expect about spread
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FIRST BIRTHDAY — Gary Lynn Clark, son of Lynn and
Nedra Clark of 907 Vine Street, Murray, wil celebrate his
first birthday on Wednesday, June 25. He has one
brother, Jerry Thomas, 10'5, and one sister, Susan Renee,
WI. His grandparents are George and Nell Merrell of
Murray and Ray and Linda Clark of Murray Route 4. His
great grandparents are Mrs. Jewell Wilkerson and the late
Tom Wilkerson of Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. Miford Clark
of Great Valley, N. Y. His great great grandparents are
Mrs. Clara Whitcomb of Ocean, N. Y., and Ed Clark of
Great Valley, N. 1'
Ivh'ir ray
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or rectum and the polyp never
becomes malignant I hope
that will be true in your case
But at the same time, you
don't want to overlook the
Opportunity to take early
action it needed, because that
can save your life and help
you avoid a lot of uncomfortable situations

DEAR DR LAMB
Recently at a clinic I had a
colon X-ray. They found two
small polyps I looked polyp
up in the dictionary and it said
a tumor. The doctor wants to
see me again in two months.
I detest colon X-rays as I
was sore for a week afterward, not to mention all the
procedures during and after
the X-rays_ Is a polyp likely to
become cancer'
I'm a 72-year-old woman
and I do not want to go
through all this again but neither do I want to neglect
something that could turn into
cancer.
The annual salad benefit luncheon of the Murray Business
DEAR READER — Yes, a
polyp is a tumor or lump that
and Professional Women's Club will be held Friday, June 27,
grows in the lining of the
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Fellowship Hall of the First Bapdigestive system or other cavtist Church.
ities -- in this case, the lining
Tickets at $2.25 each are available from any member of the
of the colon or rectal area.
club or at the door the day of the luncheon.
Many of these are found on a
Proceeds from the luncheon will go toward the Kentucky
routine examination such as
an X-ray of the colon as you
Federated project to raise $100,000 for cancer research and
had. They may cause no
treatment centers in Louisville and Lexington over a three
symptoms at all. Others,
year period. A local club member said "This project means a
located in the rectal area,
deal to all of us in the Federation. It gives us an opporgreat
to
enough
be
large
may
tunity to show everyone that we stand for the welfare of all
interfere with elimination.
the citizens of Kentucky, riot just women. We urge the public
Sometimes a polyp will cause
bleeding.
to assist in this project."
Without being able to see
the polyp directly or being
able to take it out and look at
sections under the microscope, it's sometimes very difIt is with pleasure to
Mr. and Mrs. Michael C. Burke
ficult to know exactly what
nnnnnco that Lose
the nature of that polyp is.
fresh daisies. There is considerable profesJones, brido-olact of
a matching cape. The atten- decorated with
of spring sional disagreement about
David Watson, has selecdants carried white carna- Arrangements
some
But,
in
general,
were placed polyps.
ted her stainless and pottions dressed with baby's flowers
are benign and do not become
throughout the room.
tery from our complete
malignant while other types
breath and leatherleaf.
Connie Evans and Bonnie have a much greater likelibridal registry.
Elizabeth Lopez, Miami,
and Mary hood of becoming cancer.
Fla., sister of the bride, serv- Lyons, Murray,
low
in
at
enough
is
a
If
polyp
served
ed as flower girl and carried a Simmons, Atlanta,
the colon or rectum where it
the reception.
small basket of daisies.
Atlanta, niece can be visualized and
Dugan,
Lori
Lakewood,
Baldwin,
Ronald
approached through a proctoout rice sigmoidoscope, it can simply
Ohio, served as best man. of the bride, passed
bags.
be removed. That, of course,
ConJerry
were
Groomsmen
The groom's parents were affords the opportunity to
sie, Green Bay, Wisc.;
rehearsal examine the tissue under the
William Hood, East Lansing, hosts for a buffet
for microscope so it can be estabMich.; and Stanley Plate, Jr., dinner at Kenlake Lodge
lished clearly what one is
out-ofand
party
wedding
the
Adrian, Mich. Ushers were
dealing with.
Jerrell
Mrs.
guests.
town
If the polyp is beyond the
Jack Burke of Austin, Texas,
bridesmaids'
a
gave
White
reach of the proctosigmoidoand Patrick Burke, Trumbull,
home.
her
and small, the doctor
at
scope
Conn., brothers of the groom, luncheon
bells made may choose to observe it for a
and Stuart Cottrell and Lee Ceramic wedding
while to see if there is any
by the hostess served as the change. If it shows changes.
Cottrell, brothers of the bride.
and were he would probably want to
Chris Roso, Louisville, kept table centerpiece
bridal couple. remove it.
the guest register and Mrs. presented to the
and Mrs.
Mr.
There is enough possibility
new
The
charge
in
was
Jewell
Barbara
in Austin, for some polyps to become
residing
are
Burke
WHERE: CHESTNUT GENERAL BAPTIST
of the wedding.
that 1 think it is
cancerous
Texas. A graduate of Murray
Reception
for you to do
important
very
on East Chestnut Street in Murray,
located
Western Ken- exactly as your doctor asks
Immediately following the High School and
Bowling
at
University
don't
you
tucky
realize
I
do.
Kentucky
to
you
ceremony the bride's parents
Burke is like the examination but it's
entertained guests at a recep- Green, Mrs.
WHEN: JUNE 29, 1980
State Farm In- far preferable to the procetion in the Murray Woman's employed by
you'd have to undergo if
surance Company in Austin. duresdeveloped invasive canClubhouse.
you
graduate of cer of the colon. After all,
TIME: From 2 P.M. until ??????
Mrs. Gordon Moody and Mr. Burke, a
School, Adrian, cancer of the colon is one of
'The CHESTNUT GENERAL BAPTIST CHURCH Pastor and
Mrs. Eurie Garland were in Adrian High
Kentucky the, most common causes of
Church Members Invite All Who Enjoy Singing Good
charge of the reception. The Mich., and Western
by cancer deaths in the AmeriGospel Songs, All Who Enjoy Listening To Good
table, overlaid with a satin University, is employed
In- can population. A lot of these
Gospel Songs, And All Who Enjoy Good Christian
if
cloth, was centered with a American Amicable
cured
be
completely
can
in Austin.
Fellowship To Come and Join In.
they are detected early
four-tiered wedding cake surance Company
enough.
I'm sending you The Health
A Group of Singers, The Canaan Heirs, from NashLetter number 14-6, Cancer: A
ville, Tenn., will be present.
Fact of Life. Other readers
who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long, stamped,
A Group of The Pastors Friends & Relatives That Enself-addressed envelope for it.
Singing Will Be Present
joy
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
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Crutcher Reunion To
Be At Paris Landing

OSPITAL NEWS

We Announce With Pride

To Hold Picnic

n Nash -

gang
1••••

will be married July 19th

Thurman Reunion Is
Planned At Ken Bar

IN CONCERT

511711)

Tennis Group B To
Play On Friday At
The Murray Club
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Now you can gel o long lasting full-body
ton with no effort No sweat Super Sole
Cool. gentle UVA light permits tanning
without
burning
or
drying.
This
revolutionary new system that swept Euripe
is now available to you
Rialax and tan in privacy on the lounge with
the most sophisticated advanced technlogy
on indoor tanning systems. Enroll today
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The Beauty
Box Salon
Dixieland Shopping Center
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As An Introductory Offer, with
every precission haircut and this
coupon you receive a

FREE

Visit To Our

Super Tan,
Tanning lounge
Offers Ends July 1 5th
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The Magazine Club will
meet Thursday, June 26, at 2
p.m. at the home of Mrs. C. C.
Lowry on Westgate Drive.
All members are urged to
attend the meeting which will
be last one until September, a
club spokesman said.
The May 22nd meeting was
held at the Holiday Inn with
Miss Frances Brown
presented the program on the
year's theme, speaking of her
ancestors who came from
Virginia and settled in Meade
County and Breckenridge
County, Ky., which border the
Ohio River. This historic area
was visited by George Rogers
Clark, Aaron Burr, Tecumseh
and other notables.
The ancient Doe Run Inn
near Brandenburg is owned
and operated by Miss Brown's
brother, his wife and son. The

trii 93
293C

The reunion for all descendants of James Moneice Thurman and Mary Jane Hicks Thurman has been scheduled for
Saturday, July 5, at Ken Bar Inn, located on U. S. Highway
641 near Kentucky Dam Village State Park.
Registration will start at 9 a.m. A photographer will be present to make pictures of the entire group and also for any
other groups desired. A picture of the late Mr. and Mrs. Thurman with their children appeared in the Murray Ledger &
Times in the June llth issue.

DOWDY BOY
Lowell Anthony is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Tony
Dowdy, 703 West Lee,
Mayfield, for their baby boy
born on Friday, June 20, at the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Leroy Dowdy
and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Hester, Mayfield.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Daniel Tucker of Murray
has been dismissed from the
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

Magazine Club Meet, Thursday;
Miss Brown Gives May Program

"if,,
litegiot
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women are urged to attend
'Most advocates of realNORTII
6-24-A
one of these Prenatal Nutri- ism in this
•A 9 7 2
world are hopetion classes
•
K
5
lessly unrealistic -- Nehru
•10 6 3
For further information
•Q 9 2
It takes a solid realist to
contact Ms Suzanne Seeley at
WEST
EAST
give himself a
ance to
753;5131, txtension 167.
•5 3
•4
igly cold
beat today's set
•J 7 2
VQ119143
game Not only that, accu•K J 7
•9 8 2
rate counting and some bold
•A J 7 3
•in 5 4
imagination are essential
MX rru
ingredients Let's look at an
•KQJ106
example provided by
•56
The annual Crutcher reunion will be held Saturday, July 5,
•A 5 4
today's West -- he was Ace
•K 8 6
at Paris Landing State Park
Bob Hamman. truly a realVulnerable
East West
Relatives and friends from Kentucky, Tennessee,
ist at the bridge table
Dealer South The bidding
Missouri, Florida, Michigan, Texas, and other states are
Hamman led the diamond
South West' North Eau
planning to attend, a family spokesman said.
king that declarer refused 1•
Pass
2•
Pass
and the diamond queen was 4•
Pass
Pass Pass
continued to declarer's ace
Opening lead King of diaDeclarer drew two rounds
monds
of trumps, cashed the high
Adults 153 Nursery 6
Poplar, Murray; Fred M. hearts to strip that suit and
lowed suit with his trey
Turner (expired), Westview then led a diamond. forcing
6-18-80
Naturally,
declarer
West to win the jack
Nursing Home,Murray.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Declarer's plan was an finessed dummy's nine, los- ----Curtsinger, baby boy I Brening to East's 10 and
obvious one, he had elimiAdults 149 Nursery 5
da ), Rt. 1, Fancy Farm.
Hamman's club ace providnated two side suits and the
6-19-80
DISMISSALS
ed the setting trick
trump suit so that West
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Carol S. Dick and baby
Yes, declarer could have
Mania, baby girl I Regina), would be forced to break the made the game by flying up
girl, Rt. 1, Murray; Mrs. Donclub suit Either that or lead with
Rt.
2,
Box
284A,
Murray.
dummy's club queen
na K. Ford and baby girl, 1105
a red card for an equally instead
of finessing, but how
Adams, baby boy (Sherla 1,
Brooks, Mayfield; Mrs. Kathy
costly ruff and discard
many players would think of
Rt. 8, Box 1145, Murray.
L. Crouch and baby girl, Rt. 6.
How did Hamman get out
making that play'
DISMISSALS
Box 62., Paris, Tenn.
of the trap' If he cashed the
Mrs. Kathy J. Smith and ace of clubs, declarer would
Mrs. Patricia M. Clymer,
Bid with Coco
baby boy, 413 Cherry, Mur- have had an easy time If he South holds 6-24-B
826 W. Lee, Mayfield; Mrs.
ray; Mrs. Debbie S. Houk and led a low club. declarer
•A 9 8 7 2
Christine 0. Kelley, 100 South
•KS
baby boy, Rt. 3, Box 1026, Mur- would capture East's 10
13th Street, Murray; Sheri G.
•10 6 3
ray; Mrs. Ann B. Derrick and with his king and later he
Easley, Rt. 1, Box 183, Mur•Q 9 2
ray; Andrew E. Sense, RI. 6, baby girl, 609 North 16th couldn't go wrong in that North
South
suit. So Hamman led the
Box 352A, Murray; John R. Street, Mayfield.
•
1•
Mrs. Margaret Lowe, Rt. 1, club jack'
Linn, Box 167, Benton.
^
24
Consider the thoughts of
ANSWER: Two hearts The
Mrs. Florence L. Hudspeth, Hazel; Mrs. Betty Jewel
Dunn, Rt. 1, Dexter; Calvin C. our poor victim Naturally only reasonable choice A pass
403B L. P. Miler, Murray;
Wilkins, Rt. 6, Box 174A, Mur- he thought that Hamman would be unduly pessimistic
Robert T. McCuan, Rt. I, Box
ray; Jerry T. Eldridge, 907 had led from a club holding and the false preference gives
55, Farmington; Mrs. Rowena
North another shot to bid
H. Emerson, 1507 Belmont, Vine Street, Murray; Roscoe including the .0-10, so he won
the club jack with the king.
Murray; Mrs. Rebecca M. Reid, Rt. 2, Dover,Tenn.
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
Mrs. Robbie L. Lowe, 714 A second club was led to PC) But 12363 Dallas Texas 75225
Hill, Rt. 6, Mayfield; Mrs.
dummy. but Hamman was with self addressed stamped envelope
Depot,
Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs.
Vicki Godwin, Box 431, Cadiz.
ready for that as he fol- for reply_
Mrs. Anna L. Usrey, Rt. 1, Phyllis R. Henson, Rt. 5, Box
Box 229, Benton; Mrs. Rita A. 162A, Benton; Mrs. Sandra J.
Nall, Rt. 6, Box 45, Paris, Armstrong, Rt. 3, Mayfield;
Tenn.; Harland H. Kemp, RI. Danny J. Burkeen, Rt. 6, Mur7, box 136, Mayfield; Maude F. ray; Mrs. Gina J. Mathis, Rt.
Nance, New Concord; Lue J. 3, Box 209, Murray.
That Terri McCord, bride elect of Lorry
Mary J. Grogan, Rt. 1, Box
Finney, Fern Terrace, MurBenton has selected her bathroom and
68, Hardin; James Homer
ray.
Mrs. Sarah L Simon, Rt. 5, Miller, 1505 Dudley, Murray;
kitchen linens and accessories as well as
Box 2263, Murray; Mrs. H. S. Hendrickson, Rt. 2, Benother items for her new home from our
Eunice D. Crutcher, Rt. 1, Box ton; Mrs. Kate L. Jobe, Rt. 2,
vast collection of gifts.
9, Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. Ruby C. Hazel; Mrs. Mavis Norman,
Terri and Larry
Wrather (expired), 1403 Rt, 2, Wing°.

Golden Age Club
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a well-balanced, nutritious
diet during her pregame) so
her child will be strong and
healthy at birth Preregistration for the class is not
necessary, and all expectant

Senior
Citizens

rIST
lurray,
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Class Planned At Hospital

Thursday, June 211
Wednesday, June 25
Douglas Center will be open
Magazine Club will meet at
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- the home of Mrs. C. C. Lowry,
By Kathy M.Hedge
tivities by the Senior Citizens Westgate Drive,at 2 p.m.
Director, Public Belanger
Board of the Christian with bingo at 11 a.m., lunch at
Murray Calloway Hospital
Hazel Senior Citizens will
Women's Fellowship will meet 12 noon, and table games at 1
Nowadays, expectant
p.m.
have
activities
from
10
a.m.
to
at 7:30 p.m. at the First Chrismothers are just as busy and
2
p.m.
at
the
Hazel
Center
with
Twilight
Cabaret will pertian Church Library.
active as the rest of us. Often
form at 8.30 a.m at the old lunch at 11:45 am.
remaining at work to within a
Bible Journaling Group of
beach house area of Kentucky
month of their expected
First Christian Church will
Ellis Center will be open delivery, they, like most of us,
Dam Village State Park.
meet with Jo Cleta Williams,
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for ac- grab snacks or
eat on the run
1512 Canterbury, at 7 p.m.
Moonshine for Your Gas tivities by the Senior Citizens instead of eating a wellSingles Class of the Seventh Tank will be the program including monthly clean-up at
balanced meal.
and Poplar Church of Christ from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Em- 10:30 a.m., lunch at 11:30
However, an expectant
will meet at 7 p.m. at the pire Point, Land Between the amend table games at 12:30
mother must be aware of the
church building.
Lakes.
p.m.
consequences such a diet will
Murray TOPS (take off
have upon her unborn child.
Wadesboro Homemakers
pounds sensibly ) Club will
CRAZY DAZE for high Low birth weight can lessen
meet at 7 p.m. at the Calloway Club will meet at the home of
school students will be held at an infant's chances of survival
Gusts Conner at 1:30 p.m.
Health Center.
7 p.m. at the Calloway Public while severe deprivation of
Thursday,June 26
Twilight Cabaret will perLibrary. Transportation will food to an infant can cause
Junior Golf will be at 9 a.m. be provided at each high physical and mental hanform at old beach area of Kentucky Dam Village State Park at the Murray Country Club.
school 30 minutes before the dicaps.
Ms. Suzanne Seeley, RD.,
at 8:30.m.
program begins.
Clinical Dietitian at MurrayLegion of Mary meeting will
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
Support Group for SIDS Calloway County Hospital
the Woodmen of the World will meet at 10:30 a.m. in the recsudden death syndrome) will knows the special care an exmeet at 7 p.m. at the home of tory of St. Leo's Catholic Church.
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the pectant mother should take in
Linda Fain.
Calloway County Health managing the food she eats.
Murray Band Boosters will
Knights of Columbus Ladies Department. This is for any Yet, she also knows how
honor Mr. and Mrs. James Night will be held at 6:30 p.m. person who has lost a child women often ignore or simply
iBuddy ) Light with a recep- at Gleason Hall, St. Leo's through SID, accident, or il- are not aware of how their diet
tion at the Community Room Catholic Church.
lness. For information call can affect an unborn child.
Because of this, Ms. Seeley
of the North Branch of the
753-3381.
will be conducting a free
Peoples Bank from 7:30 to 9
Singing group from HylesPrenatal Nutrition class at the
p.m.Students, parents,and in- Anderson College will present
terested persons are invited to a special program at 7 p.m. at
Disabled
American hospital. The class will be held
on the first Tuesday of each
attend.
the Eastwood Baptist Church.
Veterans and Auxiliary are
Wednesday,June 25
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at month, starting July 1, from
1:38-2:30 p.m. in the private
Purchase Area Repertory the Legion Hall.
Ladies day activities at
dining room of the cafeteria.
Murray Country Club will in- Theatre will present "Last of
All expectant mothers and
clude golf at 9 a.m., tennis at the Red Hot Lovers" at Ken
Wranglers Riding Club is
their husbands or another
9:30 a.m., and ladies day lun- Bar Inn, Gilbertsville, at 8 scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
guest are invited to attend.
p.m.
cheon at 12 noon.
According to Ms. Seeley,
Summer
Music
ProYouth
Activities for ladies at the
once a woman discovers she is
"Twilight
the
Cabaret"
at
10
a.m.
at
gram
will
be
will
perOaks Country Club will inpregnant, she should plan to
clude golf with Vicki Nance as form at 8:30 p.m. at the old Memorial Baptist Church.
attend the next class available
beach
house
area
of
Kentucky
hostess and bridge with Freda
to her. In the one-hour session,
Butterworth as hostess at 9:30 Dam Village State Park.
she will learn about how her
a.m.
diet affects her developing
Solar Cooking will ,be the
child.
Murray-Calloway County program to be presented from
A March of Dimes film, 'InSemnior Citizens will leave 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Empire
side My Mom," will be shown
the parking lot at St. John's Point, Land Between the
at each class to stress just how
Episcopal Church at 10 a.m. Lakes.
important nutrition during
for the bus trip to Brandon
pregnancy really is. Other
Springs, Land Between the
Golden Age Club will have a
materials available at the
Lakes.
picnic at 11 a.m. at the Cityclass will include a diet sheet,
County Park. Each one should
based on the four basic food
Hazel Senior Citizens will bring a covered dish, own
groups, as well as some inforhave activities from 10 a.m. to table service, game, if possimation on infant feeding ( for2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with ble, and prize.
The Golden Age Club will mula and breast feeding I.
lunch at 11:45 a.m. and craft
The major subjects discussmeet at the City-County Park
class at 1 p.m.
Douglas Center will be open
on Thursday, June 26, at 11 ed in the class, however, will
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acrevolve around the mother's
a.m,for a picnic.
Youth Choir from Mt. Ver- tivities by the Senior Citizens
Each one should bring a diet. Says Ms. Seeley, "We'll
non, ni., will sing at the with bingo at 11 a.m., lunch at
covered dish for the meal talk about diet, weight gain
Memorial Baptist Church at 7 noon, and table games at 1
along with one's own table ser- during pregnancy, and comp.m.
p.m.
vice. Persons are asked to br- plications like morning
ing a game if possible and a sickness, constipation, or the
A GIANT AREA-WIDE PRAISE PATHERING
trouble alcohol use can
prize.
Twenty-one persons attend- cause."
Overall, the one-hour class
ed the May 22nd meeting held
at the First United Methodist is designed to help an expecChurch social hall with a tant mother plan and maintain
potluck luncheon served at
noon.
Those present were Paul
Kingins; Mesdames Thelma
Nanney, Naoma Schwalm,
Opal Reeves, Nell Rhea,
Lucille Collins, Mary Ray,
Group B of Ladies Tennis of
Helen Peebles, Clara Kasol, the Murray Country Club will
Birdie Parker, Hildred Sharp, play on Friday, June 27, at
THURSDAY, JULY 3RD 7:00 P.M.
Autry Lange, Maudena But- 9:30 a.m. at the club. Pairings
LOVETT AUDITORIUM
terworth, Calista Clanton, and are as follows:
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Gladys Dunn; Messrs and
Court 1 - Lashlee Foster,
ADMISSION.FREE
Mesdames Roger Burgoyne, Barbara
Malinauskas,
Dan Mears, and Clifford Frances Hulse, and Annie
Stenstrom.
Knight.
Court 2 - Joy Waldrop,
Sheila Grogan, Sandy Coleman,and Norma Frank.
Court 3 - Sandy Brannon,
Nancy Fandrich, Tara Dennison, and Marilyn Adkins.
An alternate will be Patsy
Greer.
Tuesday,June 24
Men's Church Softball
League will begin play at 6
p.m. at the City-County Park.

A.D.

Expectant Mothen.'-

old stone building was
originally a woolen mill and
later a flour and grain mill
with power for grinding being
supplied by mill stones in "the
Run" which had been brought
from France.
Miss Brown said today the
many-windowed, attractive
dining room overlooks babbling Doe Run which is unchanged from the days of her
childhood. Her parents had a
home on a hill which was later
destroyed by a tornado but
memories remain of a large
orchard and an ice house.
Mrs. Ewen Allbritten gave
devotion. Mrs. William S. Major, secretary, presided.
Mrs. John Livesay as
hostess, in absentia, had
dessert and beverages served
by personnel at the Holiday
Inn.

Wakeland-Taylor
Wedding, June 29
The wedding of Miss Deborah Wakeland, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Delbert Wakeland of Murray Route 6, to Ricky
Taylor, son of Mr. and Mrs. T. Taylor of Taylorsville, will be
solemnized on Sunday, June 29, at 2 p.m. at the Taylor home
at Taylorsville.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend, and to note
the change of date from the previous date listed.
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the green door
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We Want You To
Have A Month Of
Good Mornings
As Our Guest...
you must be satisfied,or...

WE'LL BUY

SEALY POSTUREPEDIU
Buy any Sealy Posturepedic set Try it for 30 nights. 30 good
mornings You must be satisfied or well buy it back
or exchange
for other bedding Were sure you'll be satisfied with the Posturepedic Unique Back Support System-no morning backache from
sleeping on a too-soft mattress

POSTUREPEDIC CITATION- Reg. She Each Piece

$15995

'Queen 2-Pc. Set 6379.95/King 3-pc. set 45.29.96

)
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago

EDITORIAL
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Finley R. Barger, Jr., 34, was electrocuted while working with a crew
moving a high-voltage electrical Line on
U. S. Highway 68 near the Boy Scout
Camp in Marshall County.
Other deaths reported include
Delbert Gordon, 26, from burns suffered in an industrial Accident at
Calvert City, William F. (Billy
Croaswy,44, and Fred Trail,64.
Calloway County had the greatest increase in population among 24 counties
In the first district of Kentucky, according to preliminary figures of the 1970
census from Anita Brown, director of
the First District Census Study.
New officers of the Murray Lions
Club are Lester Nanny, Joe Pat Ward,
Rex Thompson, James L Harmon,
John Belt, Tommy Shirley, and Bill
Britton who were installed at the
meeting held at the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Gary Thompson, June 21, and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Trees,
June 22.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wynn will observe
their 50th wedding anniversary on June
25.
The Murray American Legion Team
with Mike Ernestberger as pitcher,
beat the Pans,Tenn., baseball team.

Kentucky Helps
Regulations
The old saying that
everybody talks about the
weather but nobody does
anything about it could generally be applied to government
regulations. Except in Kentucky's case something has
been done — finally. And the
action should help limit the
volume of regulations imposed
by state administrative agencies.
HG 123 didn't get a lot of
publicity as it moved through
the 1980 General Assembly. But
it is one of the key measures
that made it. The bill
authorizes the Administrative
Regulation Review Subcommittee to monitor regulations
imposed by the various depart-

Capitol Ideas

ments in state government. If
the subcommittee made up of
legislators, objects to a proposed regulation on grounds that it
violates legislative intent the
proposal is to be held up until
the next session of the General
Assembly considers it.
Actually, similar bills have
been passed by previous
legislatures only to be vetoed
by the governor at the insistence of administrative
agencies. Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr., let HB 123 become law
without his signature. And at
last something positive has
been done to hold down the
stranglehold of state regulations. Washington should take
note. WAVE
By TOM RA UM
Associated Press Writer

Party Relations
CordialIn Senate
WASHINGTON (AP) — Republicans
and Democrats fight like cats and dogs
in the House, but in the Senate their
relations traditionally have been more
cordial — until recently.
As the November elections approach,
Senate Democrats are getting increasingly edgy. Some of that old Senate
courtesy is evaporating.
Of the 34 Senate seats.up for grabs, 24
are Democratic and 10 Republican.
That means the Republicans, who now
hold 41 seats, could seize control of the
100-member Senate with a net gain of 10
seats.
It's the closest they've been in years.
And GOP senators are not letting
their Democratic colleagues, who have
controlled the chamber for 25 years,
forget it.
Minority Leader Howard Baker of
Tennessee has started salting his
remarks with phrases like were we in
the majority ...'•
At one point, it was just too much for
Sen. Paul S. Sarbanes, D-Md., who told
Baker:
have a great deal of respect for the
minority leader. I know he is now
engaged in the effort to try to be the majority leader. I am just curious as to his
view of how the Senate ought to do its
business and whether it is a serious institution.'•
Said Baker: "I reply to my friend,
from Maryland that, of course, it is a
serious institution."
And Baker wasn't about to deny the
part about his seeking the No.1 Senate
job. It is not a lie," he told the Senate.
The Senate's current majority
leader, Robert C. Byrd, D-W.Va..
observed dryly: "R is true that the
iistinguished minority leader and the
minority do cooperate with the majon-

ty, but only a tittle bit at a time."
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, seen back
in Washington more and more these
days now that the primaries are over,
told a Senate hearing over which he was
presiding: "... the un-tied states must
be strong enough to deter any nuclear
attack against us."
Something didn't sound right. Kennedy took a closer look at the prepared
speech. "The United States," he corrected himself.

By M. C. Garrott

Let's Don't Sit On Our Cans!
Let's Save Them For The Band!
I hope that all of you in Lediterland
are saving your aluminum cans, pie
plates and pans for the Murray High
School Tiger Band's recycling program.
The band's boosters, as you know,are
using this program as one of its means
for raising approximately half of the
estimated $55,000 it will cost to take the
band to New York City come
Thanksgiving to participate in the
nationally-televised Macy's parade.
I didn't realize so many things came
in aluminum cans until the band kicked
off this program a couple weeks ago.
They are all over the place! They only
need to be saved or picked up for the
band's program.
For example, a week ago tonight
Cathryn and I were at Phil Bryan's big
late afternoon, frtshrnan orientation
cookout at Murray State along with
Tom and Fern Barnidge, a couple of
long-time friends from St. Louis, their
daughter is coming to school here this
fall.
After we had munched our king-size

Rep. George E. Danielson, D-Calif.,
was filling in as House speaker on a day
when the chamber was in a particularly
uproarious mood.
He pounded the gavel several times
and gave what had to be the most
unusual instructions of the day:
"All those who have desire to speak
will please speak silently."
The Senate may be the nation's most
exclusive club — but its newest
member, Sen. George J. Mitchell, DMaine,seems una wed.
Mitchell said he misses one feature of
the federal judge's job he left to fill out
the Senate term of Secretary of State
Edmund S. Muskie. "Then there was
one vote that counted. Now I'm just one
of many."
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hamburger and been treated to a couple
slices of our first watermelon of the
year, it suddenly dawned upon Cathryn
that she was sitting in the midst of a sea
of empty,aluminum,soft drink cans.
The tables, which had been placed
among the trees in the wooded area just
west of the president's home had been
left laden with them as the incoming
students and their parents, having
finished eating, headed for the next activities on the agenda.
++++++
Now, Cathryn, I must admit, is a
much more dedicated and conscientious band booster than I am. I
don't know where she got it, but within
minutes she had come up with a big,
plastic garbage bag and was going
from table to table, hastily gathering up
the empty cans before they could be
thrown away.
Fern, always a good civic-minded,
project worker, jumped up and helped.
Not being the type of husbands who can
sit idly by and watch their wives work,
Tom and I were soon into the act.
Among the faculty and staff people at
the cookout was Mrs. Jo Curris, the
wife of the president. At one point,
Cathryn came by with the big bag about
half full, when Mrs. Curris exclaimed,
"Cathryn, what on earth are you
doing?"
"Helping send the Murray band to
Macy's Thanksgiving Day parade!"
my little woman replied without missing a beat in her pickup routine.
We had that big, bulging bag, leaky
cokes and all, in the trunk of the car and
in the garage for several days before
the band's big, gaily painted dumpster
appeared on Tommy Taylor's former
used car lot on Poplar Street just across
from the fire station.
With a Superman heave last
weekend, I deposited it there.
Phil has three more of the freshman
orientation cookouts planned for this
summer,and you can bet a stack of flattened Coke cans that some of the band
boosters will be on hand when they are
over to retrieve the cans. They're worth
a penny each in the recycling process,
they say.

Judging from the way they are tossed
in the yards and ditches in our
neighborhood, nobody sits on these
cans, so let's put them to a good, productive use.
The point I'm trying to make in such
a roundabout way is that there's a
wealth of these aluminum products being thrown away every day here in
Murray and Calloway County and they
need to and should be recycled.
This is something in which everyone
can have a part and sit back next
Thanksgiving before the television set
and swell up with pride when the Tiger
band, one of the best in the country,
marches across the screen.
If everybody will cooperate and help
by putting their emptied aluminum
cans and other discarded aluminum
products into a separate box, garbage
can or plastic bag and turn them in for
the band, it will surprise us all what the
combined effort can mean in not only
helping get the band to New York but
also in the way of a cleaner community.
++++++
The dumpster is stationary and will
be on Tommy's lot as long as
necessary, available for receiving cans
24 hours a day.
Meanwhile, the band's instrument
truck will be alternating from one shopping center to the next each weekend,
and cans can be deposited in it. This
coming weekend, it will be at the Central Shopping Center. That's across
from Stewart Stadium on 641 North.
That's not all! If you feel you can
save cans but have no way to get them
to the dumpster or the truck, you have
no problem. They've thought of that,
too.
There are several telephone numbers
you can call and someone will pick
them up. These numbers belong to
James Harmon (753-0710), Glenn
Rogers (753-7888) and Arvin Crafton
(753-6406).
A number of band members, having
turned 16 and just received their
driver's licenses will jump at the
chance to come by and pick them up.
So, let's don't sit on our cans! Let's
save them for the band!

Business Mirror

By John Cunniff

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
1117S

Bible Thought
Shew me thy ways, 0 LORD;
teach me thy paths. Psalm 25:4.
The only true way is God's way.
Wait for Him. He will guide your
life Listen for the still small voice
of calm He will not let you down.

Funny World
GEORGE GOBEL: The most untrustworthy guy I ever knew — well, he
was the kind of guy who'd sneak into
your room at 4:00 a.m., steal the string
from your pajamas and yell "Fire!"
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Six living daughters of eight of Mrs. G. W. Stubblefield
(Vannie Ann Turner) honored their 97 year old mother Jan. 3,
1959, with an open house southwest of New Concord on her birthday. The spritely lady took pride in showing artistic creations of
crocheting and knitting to her visitors.
Dr. Rob M. Mason, 72-year-old son of pioneer Hazel physician,
Dr. Will Mason Sr., and brother of the illustrious Dr. Will Mason
Jr., died at the Murray Hospital from a heart attack Jan. 14, 1959,
while engaged in scrubbing preparation for his 1700th surgery.
Dr. Rob was long associated with his brother in the Mason Memorial
Hospital and was a county practitioner for 40 years. Dr. Mason
was buried in the Murray City Cemetery.
Another distinguished citizen to die who left impressionable
memories in the community was Mrs. H. B. Taylor, 83-year-old
widow of the unforgettable Rev. Boyce Taylor, on Feb. 13, 1959.
Mrs. Taylor, a resident of the city for 60 years, was author of "Pioneers of the Cross in the Southland," a religious book. In addition
she was the founder of the Ann Hasselstein Society. She was buried
in the City Cemetery.
The year of 1959 was a carbon copy of the previous year's
activities with a rainbow in the sky and business booming on high.
Tangible property was assessed at more than $17 million, according
to Tax Commissioner Robert Young. Ground-breaking ceremonies
were held for the construction of Western Dark Fired Tobaoco
Association building on Maple Street near Second on September 18.
The Regional Air Force of New York in behalf of the federal
government tentatively approved the proposed site for the Murray.
Calloway County Airport on a 148-acre plot north of Penny in
the
northwesterly part of the county. According to the plans released
by Buford Hurt, secretary of the air board, cost of the port would
be $120,000 with the state allocating $30,000, federal government
grant of $80,000 and the balance of $30,000 provided locally. County
organizations reported Oct. 30, 1959, $34,800 had been subscribed.
To Re Continued

Corporation Collects
$100 Million In Rent
SAN MATEO,Calif. ( AP) —One hundred million dollars a year in rents
from 31,000 tenants pour into one office
here. It is the headquarters of one of the
country's superlandlords, the Robert A.
McNeil Corp.
The McNeil Corp. manages real
estate worth about $1 billion, made up
of apartment houses, office buildings,
and shopping malls and centers. It is
almost always in the market — to sell
as well as buy.
Together with its many partners, it is
perhaps the country's largest owner of
garden-style apartment buildings,
which it customarilly sells at considerable profit after about 6 to 8 years
of ownership, when it has used up the
larger portion of the tax benefits that
accrue to owners.
The McNeil company is a type- of
landlord that many Americans are only
vaguely aware of, a syndicator who
sells limited partnerships to investors,
just as stock brokers sell shares in a
manufacturing concern.
Investors become partners in the ventures, of which more than 20 are now
active, by putting up a minimum of
$5,000 through their brokers. Most have
done well. Two ventures, now liquidated, returned 24 percent.
"We believe real estate to be a truly
capitalistic form of business," eays
Allen Cymrot,president.
By that, he said, he meant that
"prices and costs should be determined
by supply-demand, with reasonable (te-

nant) protection restraints." The
Robert McNeil Corp. avoids rentcontrol areas.
Not that tenants are to be viewed
solely as rent-producers. A well managed building, says Cymrot, serves
tenants well, and he laments that
"landlords have permitted themselves
to have a bad image."
-Many of the good things that
landlords do don't get publicity," he
said."Such as providing a better way to
live, and providing transportation to
shops and care of children."
Real estate,said Cymrot is a business
and it must be operated as a business.
His point became clear before he reached his conclusion: If the landlord
doesn't make a profit, he can't provide
housing.
The Robert A. McNeil Corp., founded
in 1949 as a single-office home mortgage company by its current chairman
of that name, is run as a business.
(Should it not be, it would run afoul of
regulators.)
Central to the headquarters operation
is its library, over which Cymrot puts
no budgetary limit. It includes any
Items that might affect investments in
114 cities. His goal is 200.
Whatever trends C'yrnrot and his staff
are studying, one will never be out of
mind. Rent control is anathema. It
destroys investments, and because it
does it leads to housing shortages and
decay, he said.

20 Years Ago
Lakeland Incorporated was organized this week by Dr. A. H. Kopperud,
Freeman Johnson, and Bobby Johnson
for the purpose of developing property
on Kentucky lake.
Deaths reported include Elisha
Smotherman,59.
Mrs. Cloteel Butterworth was
honored at a retirement dinner by
Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph
Company at the telephone building
here. She was presented with special
gifts for her years of service with the
company.
Woodmen of the World Women of
Woodcraft
Court 728, Murray,
presented a television set to the
Calloway County Farm for the
residents there. Mr. and Mrs. Elvie
Overbey operate the farm.
Molly Devine of Murray is attending
Twirling Camp atShalimar, Fla.
The July issue of Woman's Day
magazine is now on sale for 10 cents at
the A & P Food Store.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre are
Elvis Presley in "Jailhouse Rock" and
-The Thing That Couldn't Die."

30 Years Ago
The Murray Manufacturing Company, local Tappan stove manufacturing plant, is now building a $60,000 addition. This will be the chrome plating
operation for both the Murray plant and
the Mansfield,Ohio, plant.
A new clinic building will be built by
Dr. A. D. Butterworth on the corner of
Seventh and Main Streets,
Sue Parker, Murray High School student, and her FHA advisor, Gene
Frances Grant, and Julia Fuqua, Murray Training School student, will attend
the national meeting of the Future
Homemakers of America to be held at
Kansas City, Mo.,June 27 to July 1.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. D. C. Clubb, June 18, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Paschall, June
18, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Smith,
June 19, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Underwood, June 19.
"Dr. B. F. Berry started dental practice in Murray in 1907. Dr. H. M.
McElrath started in 1912, and Dr. F. E.
Crawford started in 1920," from the column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray"
by James C. Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Hargrove and
children have returned from a vacation
in Arizona.
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Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
In the face of our worries about the
environment, oil and energy of the
material sort), Robert Heilbroner
reminds us that the real key to human
survival on this planet is our "will to
live":
If mankind is to rescue life, It
must first preserve the very will
to live, and thereby rescue the
future from the angry condemnation of the present.
Heilbroner's book An Inquiry into the
Human Prospect: Updated and Reconsidered for the 1901's (Norton, 1980
suggests that "the spirit of conquest
and aspiration will not provide the inspiration" mankind needs to meet the
challenge of survival. He believes that
the Greek god Atlas, holding the weight
of the world on his shoulders, provides&
better model of resolution and courage.
But Atlas is, of course, no other
but ourselves. Myths have their
magic power because they east
on the screen of our imaginations. . . Immense pro)ectioes at
our own hopes and capabilities.
We do not know with certainty
that humanity will survive, but it
is a comfort to know that there
exist within us the elements of
fortitude and will from which the
Image of Atlas springs.
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Of Current Aleri•s At Murray Th•cores,)
By KENT f-ORRESTER

The Empire

INS

Especially For Adolescents

Foster Families Needed

Polly, age 14, is an orphan. guidance, discipline, and enHer parents were killed in an couragement. They relate to a
automobile accident. She does child as a parent for as long as
not have any close relatives. he is in need of substitute care.
Foster parenting is not a life
Distant relatives were conOn Saturdays thirty years
off). Princess Leia is spunky,
tacted but are unable to pro- time commitment to a child,
ago in a land far away, I used
and Chewbacca the Wookie
vide a stable home environ- but a commitment to be meanto sit with Red Edwards on the
continues to howl,fumble, and ment
for her because of their ingful to a child's life time.
We floor of the outer foyer of
love his Han. Even Obi-Won health
The goal of foster care is to
and large family size.
the Tower Theater waiting for
Kenobi, who seemed to have
over come the barriers that
Chip,
age
two
weeks,
the ticket seller to count her
is
in
died last time, makes an afterfoster care until an adoptive have separated the family and
change and open the ticket
death guest appearance
referral is finalized. His reunite them as a family unit.
window of her little glass
But there are some new
There are five major remother felt she could not probooth. Inside the theatre, in a
characters to love as well.
vide a home for him because quirements for becoming a
little room off the mezzanine, Yoda, an 800-y
ear-old dwar- she was
unmarried, 16 years foster parent. These are to be
a part-tune employee was fish, long-eared
Jedi Knight,
old,
education and in good health, financially
and
lacked
threading one of those early
quite obviously wins the
job skills. His natural father able to take care of their own
1950's science fiction films into
cuteness award right out from
left town when informed of her needs, willing to share responthe projector.
under the two robots' stainless
siblility with an agency for the
pregnancy.
Although I didn't know it at steel noses. There's even a
Sarah entered foster care welfare of the child, to have
new human character called
the time, the movies I liked
because of her parents' in- the space in their home to acLando (Billy Dee Williams), a
when I was a kid - movies Like
ability to cope with their per- commodate one or more addiIt Came from Outer Space, disreputable friend out of
sonal problems. She is six tional children, and have the
Han's
Them, The Thing i with James
past, and it looks as
years old and had been time and interest in helping a
though he'll do.
Arness as the monster, and
child.
physically abused.
Although the minor aliens of
The Blob — were Hollywood's
Foster famlies receive
Larry, age 15, entered foster
Empire are not quite up to
cheapest and most wretched
care because of his parents' monetary assistance through
productions. Apparently no snuff there's nothing quite as
inability to cope with teenage a daily board rate, which is
Hollywood mogul wanted to good as Star Wars' barroom
problems. His parents took based on the child's age and
put much money into films episode, that claustaphobic
him to juvenile court because special needs. Monetary
that, common wisdom had it, scene of milling, drunk
they felt he was -out of paren- assistance for clothing, school
attracted only kids and
aliens), the major monsters of
expense, allowan6es and intal control."
Empire surpass anything in
simple-witted adults.
A foster child is a child from cidential expenses is available
But that was back when Star Wars.
birth to 18 years old who is according to certain
First, there's a white, hairy
science fiction was the ghetto
unable to live with his own guidelines. Complete medical
of popular culture, a place so creature on the ice planet family or relatives. There are and dental care for the child is
Both, who knocks out Luke
covered by the medical card
squalid that decent citizens
individual reasons why it
when eligible. These financial
and hangs him up feet first
would visit only when they
becomes impossible for a
benefits help cover the exlike a slab of beef in a hotel's
were certain that they
child to remain in his own
penses a foster child incurs
walk-in refrigerator. There's
wouldn't be seen.
home. Some children enter
while in a foster home.
also a giant worm-like thing
foster care because of illness
Now science fiction has gone whose tummy
Foster parents work closely
is tickled when of his
parents, abuse or with
uptown. As a matter of fact, Han Solo,
the Bureau for Social Serthinking he's found neglect,
desertion, incarcera- vices
some of the most expensive a safe haven
Social Workers. Social
from the tin- tion or other
forms of family workers
and interesting films of the penal
share information
Spaceships, in- breakdo
wn. They need temlast decade or so have been advertently
with them about the individual
flies his ship into porary substitut
e parents.
science fiction films like the
child they keep which helps
thing's mouth. And finally,
For these reasons a child
Stanley Kubrick's 2301,Steven there
them to better provide for his
are some friendly 'two- sometim
es becomes the needs.
Spielberg's Close Encounters legged
A social worker is
hopping beasts of responsib
ility of the Depart- available
of the Third Kind, and of burden
to assist when areas
that carry Luke and
ment of Human Resources,
course George Lucas's Star Han
of concern are encountered.
around on Roth, one of Bureau
for Social Services.
Wars.
Foster parents and social
whom saves Luke by dying
It is important to remember
And now, three long years and thus offering up his enworker's goals are the samethat
a
child,
regardless of the they
after the Death Star was trails to keep Luke warm
want what is in the best
reason for the separation,
destroyed, The Empire through the freezing night.
interest of the child.
feels abandoned, rejected,
Strikes flack has arrived in
Therefore, social workers
Wisely, Empire uses the
town. Holy Moly, sci fi fans, electronic dogfights sparing- anxious, afraid and helpless-a assist with the supervision of
victim of family ciryou've never had it so good. ly, and those that are used are
the child.
Not only are the Star Wars unlike any we've seen before. cumstances. Foster parents
Foster parents receive encan
help
providin
by
g
love,
movies light years beyond In one of themost brilliant secouragement and support
support
and
security
for
a
the old 1950's movies of giant quences in the movie, the
from other foster parents.
child.
insects ("My god, Susan, the rebels' spaceships battle
They receive the satisfaction
Foster
parents
and
their
underground atomic testing huge, lumbering, four-legged
and enrichment from profamilies
provide
substitut
e
has evidently bathed the ant tanks (called
viding a much needed service
Imperial
colony in radium, and the ants Walkers). In another spec- family care, offering nurture in the cournmunity. Foster
and
comfc-t
to
their
foster
are growing larger and. . ."), tacular sequence, the ImParents have expressed that
but it looks like the Star Wars perial forces chase Han's children. Single parent they have had very rewarding
families
are
accepted
. Foster experiences. Social
movies are going to go on for spaceship into a meteor field.
workers
parents should display conas long as there are people Luckily for Han,
Luke, and cern and interest in a child's regard foster parents as very
willing to stand in line to see Leia, the Imperial troops,
vital and special people.
education. Attention should
them. (As you might know, whethe: with ship cannon
In retrospect, there are
or also be given to a child's
The Empire Strikes Hack is hand blaster, remain
the physical and emotional needs. three basic goals of foster
the second part of a projected worst shots in the
care. They are: to return the
universe.
Foster parents provide
nine-part Star Wars saga).
child to his improved natural
In most ways, Empire is
And the way it's going, on even better than Star
Wars.
some Saturday in the year Naturally, it doesn't
have the
2001, every human being in the freshness that Star Wars
had.
U.S. will line up to see the final After all, no one had
ever
episode.
made a space opera quite like
Not to fear, Star Wars fans. Star Wars before. But
The Empire strikes back is Empire, unlike the Star Trek
good and all your old friends movie, is not a letdown. The
During the summer, many
people seriously abuse pets an animal affected by hyperare back, plus some new ones. special effects, accomplished
through
Lucas's new $500,000
without realizing it and thermia as soon as the condiLuke Skywalker and Han
tion is detected to prevent furwithout knowing how close
Solo are still brave and machine are better than
ther damage. Hose off the
stalwart chaps, eager to fight anything seen on film thus far. their pets come to serious pain
animal with cool water (not
or even death caused by a confor freedom and justice The human characters are a
ice water) and then stand it in
dition known as hypertheragainst the tyrarunc Imperial bit fuller than they were in
a tub while splashing more
mia, according to an Extenforces. Darth Vader, that hiss- Star Wars, And Yocia makes a
water on the animal.
sion specialist in the Universiing scourge of the Universe, is wonderful addition to the alien
After the animal has cooled
cast.
ty
of
Kentuck
y College of
as mean as ever (and in a surdown, get it to a veterinarian
I
can't
recomme
nd
Agricultu
Empire
re.
prising plot twist, turns out to
for medical attention.
Allan Worms is referring to
be someone's long lost daddy). any higher than to say that it's
as fun as dancing with a Zith
those who leave pets in an
Artoo Detto is yet a cute in a mlurdbath on the
auto, van or truck during
planet
beeper, and See Threepio, Barroom.
The world's first threewarm weather while shopping
punctilious as ever, has an exThe Empire Strikes Back is
or on a vacation trip. If the color, four-way traffic light is
panded role with a shortened rated PG. Don't
worry about a
temperature gets hot enough still at work, directing
body. (He has his legs blown thing.
the pet can suffer serious pedestrian traffic in the Henry
Ford Museum at Dearborn,
harm from hyperthermia.
What is hyperthermia? And Mich. The light, designed by a
why does it have such a Detroit Police Department officer, was originally installed
drastic effect?
Warm blooded animals such at a downtown Detroit inas pets and people produce tersection in 1920. It went on
heat within their bodies to exhibit at the museum in 1938,
maintain a constant body 14 years after it had ceased oftemperature, called the ther- ficial service.
mal neutral zone. This is the
normal temperature which is
required for life functions 101.5 degrees F for dogs.
Worms says that when body
temperature rises above the
animal's thermal neutral
zone, hyperthermia begins.
The body begins to release
Let us
heat and this is when the
quote your
animal suffers.
homeowners
Dogs, for example, start to
policy.
pant which causes a loss of
water. This process
Then compare
associated with hyperthermia
requires more oxygen as body
Bob Nome y
temperature increases. If the
Ins uronce
temperature rises above 107
degrees F the condition
Agency
becomes intolerable and the
107 N. 4th
dirty carburetor can
dog is in serious danger.
753-1937
waste costly fuel. See
Unable to obtain sufficient ox- Representing:
ygen. the animal suffers pro- FEDERAL KEMPER
us for a tune up now,.. we'll retein damage and dehydration, INSURANCE COMPANY
adjust or rebuild yours to work
says the specialist.
"Even if the animal is coolto perfection. Call 753-1
750
ed at this point, brain damage
and low of function is very
likely," says Worms. He adds
201 Se. Ith
that if body temperature
KCN
becomes greater than 108
We're Experts
358
degrees F,the animal will die.
Worms recommends cooling

Strikes Back

Ianimly social workers work
with the natural family in addition to the foster child and
foster parents), to provide
temporary nurturing care in a
family setting and to avoid
placing the children of the
community in an institution
when a healthy family setting
is all that's needed.
Foster parents are given the
opportunity to attend training
sessions based on the gal CI
the children they plan to keep.
Foster homes are needed for
all age groups and for both
sexes. The most urgent need
at this time is for homes willing to keep adolescents.
Those interested in obtaining more information about
the foster care program may
contact the local Bureau for
Social Services Office. In
Calloway County, call 7535382, and the office is located
at 201 South Sixth Street.

CIVITAN SPEAKER — James Overby. right, spoke on "Legal and Practical Considerations in the Drafting of Wills" at the meeting of the Murray Ciyitan Club held
Thursday evening, June 15. On the left is Hoyt Roberts, a club member.
Murray
Civitans meet the first and third Thursdays of every month at Seven Seas Restaurant.
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• The world's simplest camera.
• Press only one button.
• Never needs batteries.
• America's best selling camera!
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Owners Should Protect
Pets From Hyperthermia

This Can
Be Your
Biggest
Waste
Maker
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Boyd's Auto Repair
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Polaroid's OneStep Kit.
The world's simplest camera plus
carrying case, film and flash. Just
press one button.
• Sharp, clear pictures from 4 to
infinity (flash to 8').
• Motorized picture ejection.
• Beautiful SX-70 color pictures
every 1.5 seconds.
• Never needs batteries.
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Polaroid
Cash-Back Benus

• World's simplest camera with its own
economical flash
• Press onty one button.
• Up to 60 flashes per set of AA alkaline
batteries (included).
• For beautiful SX-70 pictures indoors
or out.
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Your cost after Polaroid
Cash-Back Bonus

Polaroid's new
OneStep Plus
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Polaroid
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Your cost after
Polaroid Cash-Back Bonus
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Bel-Air Shopping Center
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Lyle, Toftness Share Medalist

Women Fight Wind,
Rain At State Amateur
LOUISVILLE, Ky. r AP — from Owenton, was caught on
It rained everything but bir- the 14th hole when the twodies at the qualifying round of hour delay began.
After the layoff, Toftness tut
the 54th Women's Kentucky
State Amateur Golf Cham- what she described as "a ternble chip," but she atoned for
pionship.
and
Denise Lyle and Lee Anne it with a 15-foot birdie putt
Toftness fought rain and then parred in for her 75.
Apart from Lyle and Toftlightning for their one-overpar 75s to share medalist ness, only nine players shot
scores below BO. Kaye Potter
honors Monday.
and Terumye Ohr came in at
The low 31 players, trinuned 77; Laurie Layman, Sue Clefrom a field of 143, will begin ment, Louie Wilson and
match play today and con- Melissa Losson were bunched
tinue through the finale Fn- at 78; and Betty Lou Evans,
day at the Wildwood Country Joan Riser and Julie ZemClub.
brodt managed 79s.
Ann Rush of Tompkinsville,
"I had a crazy sort of
a 20-year-old University of round," said Lyle, a senior-toKentucky junior and last be at the University of
year's champion, received an ALabama from Lneisville.
automatic spot in the cham- "The key was that I came up
pionship flight.
with a birdie every time I hit
A thunderstorm in midafter- my driver really bad."
noon brought lightning bolts,
Anne Combs, the four-time
heavy showers and a two-hour champion from Lexington,
delay on the 5,975 yard course. needed pars on the last three
Toftness, a senior-to-be holes — including a saving six-

foot putt wi No. 18 — to stet,:
ger in a183 and avoid a sudden
death playoff.
The playoff was fairly simple for six rof the eight golfers
who had finished at 64. Five of
them made the cut by shooting
either four or five on the first
hole, and one packed it in by
ringing up a double-bogey
seven.
But Jane Ew bunk and Mary
Forsythe didn't decide matters until the fifth hole, when
Forsythe — who had returned
from her motel in a dress, ther
borrowed clubs, shoes, shorts
and blouse from Toftness —
won the final spot.
The championship flight will
tee off between 1245 and 2
p.m. EST, with Rush going off
last. She is paired against
Kathryn Nelson.
The two headline matches
appear to be Combs against
Wilson and Lyle against her
Alabama teammate, Betty
Baird.
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MSU Football Camp Begins
All AGES GATHERED at Roy Stewart Stadium as young
Greg Schwettman of Murray get some advice from
Murray State coach Mike Dickens (upper left) and later
cuts loose in the 100-yard dash (upper right). Pitchout
drills were held for some of the older players(right).

Hotly Marketed Borg Can Afford Rackets
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
WIMBLEDON, England
AP) — Bjorn Borg took a
roundhouse swing at one or
Ismael El Shafei's cannonball
services and saw his board
tight racket virtually
disintegrate in his hands.
-I have broken rackets
before, as many as 10 in a match, but never anything like
this," said the golden-haired

Swede after he had swapped
his splintered weapon for a
new one and proceeded to beat
his Egyptian opponent 6-3, 6-4,
6-4 in the opening round of the
Wimbledon tennis championships.
Thus, the granite-faced,
unemotional Scandinavian
was on his way to a fifth
straight title — a feat almost
defying comprehension — in
this ancient grass court ex-

Team Of Haverstock, Orr
Bloom, Cella Is Twilight
Golf Winner At MCC
A team made up of E. J.
Haverstock, Anne Bloom,
Dick Orr and Doris Cella won
the weekly twilight golf outing
Friday at the Murray Country
Club with a three-under-par
33.
The team posted four consecutive birdies — on the 2nd,
3rd, 4th and 5th holes — four
pars and one bogey,coming on
the 410-yard 9th, for its winning score.
Two teams tied with 34s for
second place. One was composed of Al Jones, Thelma
Eckerdt, Ed Stacey, Susan
McNally and Venela Sexton,
and the other was made up of
Ron Cella, Cathryn Garrott
Tom
and
and
Judy
Muehleman.
Finishing one stroke back at
35 were Ann Haney, Phil
McNally, Don Keller and Inus
Orr.
Jerry Jones, Pam Madicy

and Don and Lisa Faughn
were next with an even par 36,
while two teams tied with 37s:
Molly Booth, M.C. Garrott,
Gary Sullivan and Billie
Cohoon; and Jiggs and Marie
Lassiter, Sandy Coleman and
Jim Booth.
Finishing at 38 were Roger
Haney, Lois Keller, Ken
Nancy
and
Purcell
Haverstock.
Six strokes off the winning
score was Vernon C,ohoon,
Euvie Mitchell and Nancy and
Rick Orr with 39, while Raz
and Diane Villanova and Randy and Rhonda Dick of Paris,
Tenn., posted a 40.
The next twilight golf outing
at the club is set for 5:30 p.m.,
Friday, June V. with Venela
Sexton in charge, assisted by
Bobby and Dorothy Fike. A
potluck supper also will be
served again for the players
following the nine holes of
Play.

Murray Muffler
& Automotive Center
753-9999

Wimbledon and finally starts
picking up a few US. Opens(a
tournament he has never
won), his value on the commercial market could be
astronomical.
He is handled by Mark McCormack, the business genius
started with Arnold
While not necessarily the who
Palmer and built an empire
richest, young Borg has
around scores of the world's
emerged as the most hotly
sports figures.
marketed figure in sports. He premier
Borg owns a chain of islands
doesn't have to swing a racket
native Sweden but he
to collect dividends. He can off his
family have taken
make people pay just to see and his
sanctuary in Monte Carlo,
him get married.
where he doesn't have to fret
When it comes to getting en- over taxes.
dorsements, he makes Bruce
Currently Bjorn is preparJenner and Reggie Jackson ing to wed his sweetheart of
look like pikers.
four years, pretty Mariana SiAfter he burst on the tennis mionescu of Romania, who
scene — his country's Davis once plied the women's tennis
Cup ace at 16, a champion at circuit herself.
A lavish affair with old
18 — he was plastered with
more decals than you can see world charm and ceremony,
on those belching thunderbolt the wedding will take place
racing cars at the Indianapolis July 24 in a Greek Orthodox
Church outside Bucharest, to
500.
If, as the 4-5 odds-on betting be followed by a reception and
favorite, he wins a fifth ball at famed Regine's in

Monte Carlo, a commercial
venture.
A TV company reportedly is
paying $23,000 for exclusive
rights to record the
ceremonies. Mariana's wedding gown, designed by the internationally renowned Ted
Tinling, is guarded as zealously as the Queen's jewels.
No angle has been missed.
Asked Monday if details of
the impending marriage
might jeopardize his supposedly impenetrable concentration, Borg replied:
"No,I try not to think of it."

travaganza.
Keeping stocked in wooden
rackets strung to 80-pounds
no
pressure
presents
economical problem for the
24-year-old wonder, being
hailed by many as potentially
the greatest of all-time.

McEnroe Wins In 3
On Slippery Court
By WINSOR DOBBIN
AP Spurts Writer
WIMBLEDON, England
(AP) — John McEnroe conquered Butch Waits on a slippery surface to move into the
second round of the
Wimbledon men's singles and
then talked of his new attitude.
"I've decided to come here
and try to look relaxed no matter what,"the 21-year-old New
Yorker said after carving out
a straightforward 6-3, 6-3, 6-0
victory Monday.
"It'll have to be a really bad
call before I complain," added
McEnroe, who is trying to
play down his image as the
bad boy of tennis.
"I'm determined that I'm
not going to worry about a few
calls. I'm feeling good, better
than I've done recently and
maybe lean go pretty far."
McEnroe is seeded No.2,
behind defending champion
Bjorn Borg of Sweden, who is
bidding for his fifth straight
Wimbledon title.
Rain wrecked the opening
day's program, with only a
handful of the men's singles
first round matches completed.
Borg was one of the early
winners, downing 32-year-old
Egyptian Ishmail El Shafei 63, 8-4, 8-4 in a match interrupted for 2% hours.
McEnroe was never extended by his compatriot, Walls,
and said afterwards: "That
wasn't one of his better matches. I expected more, but it's
not really his sort of service."
McEnroe, who is seeded to
meet Jimmy Connors in the
semifinal of the world's
leading grass court tournamerd, played with his ankle
taped, but denied the longstanding injury was still
troubling him.
"It's getting better," he
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Many of the players spent
much of the day waiting to see
what the unpredictable
English weather would do. Pat
DuPre, a beaten semifinalist
Last year, 'disclosed hoe
frustrating this can be.
"You find you spend a lot of
time in the referee's office just
waiting to be told whether
your match is on or cif," the
big-serving American said.
Among the men who beat
the weather to win through to
the second round were thirdseeded Connors, a 6-0, 6-3, 6-1
winner over Britain's Richard
Lewis, and fourth-seeded
Vitas Gerulaitis, who downed
Stefan Simonssmn of Sweden
0-0, 6-4,6-2.
Brian Gottfried, who is
unneeded for the first time in
four years, beat Australian
Chris ICachel 7-5,8-3, 6-1
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EAT HIGH ON THE

•

disclosed. "I'm just wearing
tape so I don't turn it over."
Borg admitted he was a little scared by the slippery conditions at the start of his
match with the Egyptian.
"When you're running you
felt you could slip," he added.
"But it wasn't really the major problem."
The normally reserved
champion was in a relaxed
mood and he joked with
reporters. He said he felt
under less pressure this year
than last year, when be was
shooting for his fourth
Wimbledon title.
"There was pressure on me
then because no one had
achieved that in modern tennis. I don't feel it now," he explained.
Borg served and volleyed
far more than usual against El
Shafei, the man who beat him
in 1974.
'"The courts were soft and
the balls stayed low," he said.
"I was satisfied with the mat-
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Red Sox Pitching Shows Improvement As Eckersley Beats Yankees
By JOHN NELSois
AP Sports Writer
Dennis Eckersley says the
Boston Red Sox were catching
heat from writers and other
clubs, and they deserved it.
Now, though, things look a little brighter.
"Earlier in the year, our pitching stunk," the righthanded pitcher said. "We
were getting buried — by the

writers and other teams
because of our pitching, and
we deserved it."
The Red Sox have won 11 of
their last 14 games, and pitching has played a key role.
Eckersley tossed a sevenhitter Monday night to beat
the New York Yankees 7-2, the
only damage coming on a pair
of homers by Yankees rookie
Joe Lefebvre.

Now our pitching's coming
around. I've won three in a
row, ( Mike) Torres is throwing better and we're swoons,"
Eckersley said.
Eckersley now has two
straight complete games after
suffering through early season
back trouble, and Torres has
won his last three starts.
In other American League
games, Detroit edged

Mudd Is Repeat Favorite

Five-Time Winner Musselman
Not In State Amateur Field
MADISONVILLE, Ky. 1API Championships this spring,
— Bill Musselman, five-time led the Cincinnati sectional
winner of the Kentucky qualifying for the US. Open
Amateur golf crown, will be and shot 156 while missing the
missing today when a field of cut in the open at Baltusrol.
129 golfers begins firing in the
Mudd will be paired with
annual tournament.
Musselman decided to skip Ken Perry of Franklin and
the tournament for the first Jimmy Brown of Paducah in
time in 13 years because of the today's first round. Perry, a
Western Kentucky University
pressure of business.
The field will play 72 holes in player, was medalist in Secfour days at the Madisonville tion 2 qualifying at Bowling
Green with 139. Brown capCountry Club to determine
tured the State Amateur at the
whether Jodie Mudd of
Louisville can repeat his 1979 Owensboro Country Club in
1977.
victory.
Mudd, who also holds the
Kevin Proctor, playing out
current Kentucky Open title, of Bowling Green, will be
is a strong favorite to repeat in seeking his fourth title and, as
the Kentucky Amateur. A a former winner within the
junior at Georgia Southern, he last five years, was exempt
finished Ilth in the NCAA from sectional qualifying. He

Cleveland 5-4, Minnesota in a row after nine straight
whipped Kansas City 4-1 and "lanes, left the Yankees
whitewashed seven games ahead of both
Milwaukee
Oakland 6-0. In the National Milwaukee and Boston in the
League, Los Angeles blanked AL East.
Houston 3-0 and St Louis clob"The Yankees will be tough
bered Pittsburgh 6-1
to beat," Eckersley said, "but
we can catch them if good
things happen to us."
Tigers 5, Indium
Champ Summers capped a
two-run rally in the eighth inning with an RBI-grounder to
Eckersley got all the sup- boost Detroit over Cleveland.
port he needed when Boston
Steve Kemp started the ralput together a four-run fifth in- ly with a single. One out later,
rung against Ron Guidry, 7-5, pinch-hitter Richie Hebner
who lost for to the Red Sox for singled, and Tom Brookens
the first time since September
drove in the first run to chase
1975. Carl Yastrzerriski drove
loser Mike Stanton, 1-1.
in two of the runs with a
Hebner had gone to third and
homer, his ninth.
Brooken.s to second on the
The loss, New York's second
throw.

Baseball
Roundup

will be paired with Pat
Stephens of Richmond, the
1979 runnerup, and Bill
Sergent of Williamsburg.
Sergent led the qualifying in
By STEVE HERMAN
Section 8 at Corbin with 140.
AP Sports Writer
Besides Proctor and
INDIANAPOLIS 1API —
Stephens, other players exIsiah Thomas can match Earempt from qualifing, were
vin "Magic" Johnson grin for
Steve Rogers of Bowling
grin any day. Now, if his legs
Green, Tom Musselman and
were about seven inches
Mark Hamilton of Louisville,
longer ...
Mike Shelbourne of Paducah,
"I hated it,- joked Thomas,
Nick Pearl of Fort Knox,Scott
an Indiana University
Ray of Central City and Mort
sophomore who had the nearly
Bertram of Lexington.
impossible job of guarding the
This will be the first time
6-foot-8 Johnson, the Most
since 1949 that Madisonville
Valuable Player in the Los
has played host to a major
Angeles Lakers' National
state golf tournament. Jack
Basketball Association chamRyan took the Kentucky Open
pionship series. •'He did
crown that year at the
everything. You name it, he
municipal course.
did it."
The 6-foot-1 Thomas had
five assists and scored nine
points for the U.S. Olympic
team before fouling out late in
Monday night's 82-76 victory
over a group of NBA players.
Johnson had only eight points,
but he led both teams with 10
assists and four steals.
By The Associated Presa
TENNIS
"Magic is quick, and his
WD6BLEDON AP) — Bjorn Borg
legs are so long, it just takes
whipped Ismail El Shale, of Egypt 6-3,64, 6-4 between rain showers and began
one step and he's gone," said
his quest for •fifth straight Wimbledon
Thomas, whose basketball
tennis title.
wizardry with Bobby Knight's
In other matches, John McEnroe
downed Butch Walla 6-3. 6-3, 6-0; John
Hoosiers has also earned him
Satin defeated Billy Martin, 6-4. 6-2, 6-4;
a fancy reputation.
Ivan Lendl downed Marty Riessen,
4-6, 6-2, 6-4; Geoff Masters beat Ray
Thomas, like Johnson, carMoore 24, 6-2, 64. 6-2; Brian Gottfried
ries a near-constant smile on
defeated Chris Kachel 7-5, 6-3, 6-1; Jimhis still-babyish face. He also
my Connors topped Richard Lewis 6-0,63, 6-1. Vitas Gerulaitis beat Stefan
is a brilliant passer, amazing
Sunonsson 6-0,
6-2; and Bruce Manat penetrating the middle and
son defeated Tom Gullason. 7.4, 6-7, 7-6,
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Motty's Games
Detroit 5, Qevelend 4
Baton 7, New York 2
Minnesota 4_ Kansas Oty 1
MilwaukeeI, Osklani 0
Only games echeduied
WsGimes
ICanais City (Leceard 64 and Martin 7Al at Miarsola (Elkton 1-4 and Jack.
am 441, X in)
Tonto (Stab 6-40 at BaMmare
(MoGfogor 6-3). In)
Detroit 1Petry 43) a Oeveland I Barka 7-41,(n)
Baton (Stanley 6-6, at New York
uestaM), in,
Sough (Abbott 6-3: A Texas teach 7.
31.
Chicago , Birns 7
Calafornui .A
44,, in(
Milwaukee Travers 63, at Oakland
(Langford 4-7 ,, in:
Wedoesday's Germs
Toronto at Bahamas, in,
Detrog at Cleveland, in)
Hotel at New York in)

wTh

Houton
40 25
615
lain Angeles
a 28
.662
2
Cincinnati
34 32
515
6',
San Francisco
30 36
465 112rn
Atlanta
28 36
438 11'2 44.
San Diego
TRACK AND FIELD
7S 38
.433 12
EUGENE,Ore. (AP) — World record
Pleodrya fames
holder Edwin Moses sped to his righ conlas Angeles 3, Houstrn 0
secutive victory in the 400-meter inStIoun 6, Pitribirgh I
termediate hurdles at the U S. Olympic
Only genies scheduled
Track and Field Trials.
Thesdey's Games
Moses'triumphed in 47.90 seconds, the
New York ,Burns 44, A Chengo (Krufastest tune of the year. In the 800kow 641
Montreal iPahner 4-1, at Phdadelphia meters, Don Paige won easily An a
careerbest of 1 -44.53.
iNoies 04), in)
Alice Brown won the women's 100..
Atlanta (McWilliams 14i at anomie:1
meter dash in 11.32 seconds and became
Leibranct 64),(n)
Pittebirgh iRkden 04 or Bannon 23i the first track athlete to win the MAW,
National Championships and the Olymat St Lads (13. Forsch 54i, in
Las Angeles iHootim 64( at Hcuston pic Trials in the same year.
In other finals, Bob Coffman won the
(Ryan 641, in)
decathlon with 8,184 pants and Louise
San Francito (Kremer 641 A San
Ritter took the women's high jump at 6Diego iRawiensen 14), in i
Pa, beating Pats Girven on fewer
Wedesselay's Gones
misses.
New Yak at Chimp, 2
r—MISIEBALL
Montreal at Philadelphia, (n)
NEW YORK , AP — Philadelphia pitAtlanta at ancinsti, In)
cher Sieve Carlton and San Francisco
Mtlabargh at Stlakaa
outfielder Jack Clark were named
Ira Angeles at Raton, ail
coPlayers of the Week by the National
Sem Francis° at San Dew (ni
League while Baltimore Orioles righthander Steve Stone took honors in the
American League.
Clark collected 14 hits in 26 at bats, including two homers, over the past week
Lloyd,forward_
for a 5311 average Canton won toth of
FOOTBALL
his starts to increase his major league
Notional Football League
lead to 13 victories. Stone lowered his
NEW YORK JETS—Signed Rich
from 4.02 to 3.46 with victories over
ERA
Force and Jim Zidd. linebackers;
California and Oakland.
Saladin Martin, cornerback; Lawrence
HOCKEY
Cole, safety; Bob North, quarterback.
LOS ANGELES APi — The NHL
and Gene Munaty. punter
Board
voted to institute a
of
Governors
OOLLEGE
five-minute sudden death overtime sesIOWA—Named Jim Rosborough assisfor
all
preseason
sion
and regular season
tant baaketball coach
games. Both teams still renew one
TEXAS TECH—Announced the
pant in the standings if the game reresignation of Gerald -Corky- Oglesby,
mains a tie ater the extra session.
track coach, so he may accept a position
BOWLING
at the University of Texas at San AnPORTLAND, 0:e. 1AP, — George
Pappas gained the topeeeded position for
the finals of the 05,000 Rose City Open
tournament by beating Ernie Schlegel
224404 in match play Pappas totals
9 466 heading into the finals

Transactions
By The Await/tied Press
BASEBALL
`airiest League
CHICAGO CUBS -Acquired Cliff
Johnson, catcher. From the Cleveland Indians for two players to be named later
NEW YORK MEM—Acquired Randy
McGilberry, pitcher, from Kansas City
as the player to be named later in the
trade of Kevin Kobel, pitcher, to the
Royals on June 17, Assigned MKiilberry
to Tidewater of the International
League.
BASKETBALL
Natiosal Basketball Associatkio
MILWAUKEE BULKS—Signed icon
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Sports In Brief

Kansas Qty at Munesota
Seattle at Texas, ,n.
Chaco at Galgorroa, in ,
Milwaukee at Oakland. n
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Jun Gantner, filling in for
the Injured Paul Molitor, hit
his first homer of the season, a
grand,slam, and drove in six
runs to power Milwaukee over
the A's.
Reggie Cleveland, 5-2, making only his third start in three
years, pitched a six-hitter for
the shutout. It was Cleveland's
first complete game since
1477.
Gantner drove in his other
runs with a pair of singles.
Dodgers 3, Astros
Rick Sutchffe, 2-4, started
his first game since May 9 and
responded with a three-hitter
to beat the Astros. Sutcliffe,
who had been relegated to the
bullpen because of his fat 7.04
ERA, walked two and struck
out two and came to his own

aid with a two-run single in the
fifth.
Joaquin Andujar was sailing
along with a no-hitter through
four innings before things fell
apart. He walked two men in
the fifth and yielded hits to
Steve Garvey, Bill Russell and
Sutcliffe. Russell's double
drove in the first run of the inning.
Cards I, Pirates 1
George Hendrick slugged a
three-run homer in the eighth
inning, giving him a major
league-leading 57 RBI, as St
Lows dealt Pittsburgh its
seventh loss in eight games
Jim Kaat, 2-4, scattered
seven hits for his 268th
lifetime win. Ted Simmons
also homered for St Lows in
the fourth.

Thomas Learns From Guarding Johnson

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Major Leagues At A Glance

Sid Monge then came on in
Summers'
relief, and
grounder to second brought
home a second run, making a
winner of reliever Dan
Schatzeder, 3-6.
Alan Bannister hit a two-run
homer, his first, for the Indians.
Twins 4, Royals 1
Jerry Koosman struck out
15 batters, tying a club record,
and repeatedly pitched out of
trouble as the Twins handed
Kansas City their fourth loss
in five games. Koosman scattered 10 hits, but on seven occasions he struck out the final
man in an inning.
Roy Smalley clubbed a tworun homer in the third to give
Minnesota a 3-0 lead.
Brewers 8, A's

doesn't hesitate to shoot when
he's open.
But he admits he's in awe of
Johnson.
"When Magic first came
out, I couldn't believe how
hard he was playing," said
Thomas. "It was like it was
the final game of the NBA
playoffs. For the first couple
of minutes I hated it. But I tell
you, you learn a lot playing
against that guy. He's so much
fun to play against."
Thomas said Johnson "really helped me out a lot when he
told me I made a couple nice
passes. That really helped my
confidence."
It was the final game for the
Olympians in a five-game
series against different groups
of NBA players, and it left the
youristers — all but two of
whom are still in college —
with a 4-1 record against the
professionals.
"I sincerely believe ' that
winning these games against
the NBA stars can help us as
individuals and as players,"
said Thomas.
"Tonight, for example, to
show you the kind of team we
had, Louisville's I Rodney
McCray did not play one
minute, but he was over there
rooting for us and standing up
and cheering all the time.
That's the kind of team this

Olympic i team Is
Thomas, La Salle's Michael
Brooks and Utah's Danny
Vranes also played together
on the wuuung US. team in
last summer's Pan American
games in Puerto Rico.

Brooks led the Olympians
with 13 points Monday night,
nine of them in a second-half
rally that brought them back
from being 10 points down.
DePaul's Mark Aguirre and
Kansas State's Rolando
Blackman added 12 points

each, and Vranes chipped in
11
Blackman, Aguirre and
Kentucky's Sam Bowie each
pulled down rune rebounds to
help the Olympians to a commanding 43-31 edge off the
boards.

11-Year Coach Olsen Named New
Louisville Athletic Director By Miller
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Bill Olsen, an 11-year veteran
of the University of Louisville
basketball coaching staff, has
been named as new athletic
director, effective July 1.
The announcement was
made Monday by Louisville
president James G. Miller.

tinue as associate director.
Steve Bing, vice presiaent
for university relations, oralsed Olsen and Lengyel, who
withdrew recently as a candidate for athletic director.

Denny Crum's 1960 NCAA
championship team. He first
came to U of L as a student
athlete on a combined
basketball-baseball scholar.
ship after graduating from
"I am confident that Bill Vincennes High School.
Olsen played one year of
Olsen, who is a proven winner,
will step in and build upon the basketball and four years of
baseball for the Cardinals,
-Bill Olsen is a bright, fine efforts that Jack Lengyel
graduating in 1962.
made
as
acting
director,"
said
energetic gentleman, who has
After graduation, Olsen was
brought considerable success Bing.
named an assistant basketball
He said that Olsen's
to our ahUetic program. His
coach at Louisville Westport •
loyalty and love for the "popularity in the community, High,
where he compiled a
University of Louisville is un- his competence as a manager combined
junior varsity and
questionable and I look for- and his familiarity with our varsity record
of 125-30.
ward to seeing all our athletic athletic program should
After the 1968-69 season, he
programs continue to pro- guarantee further success for was offered
an assistant
seper under his leadership," our entire intercollegiate pro- coaching job at Louisville.
gram."
Miller said.
A top recruiter, Olsen was
Olsen, 41, a native of Oak instrumental in obtaining such
Olsen succeeds Howard
Hohman, who resigned in Park, Ill., was reared in stars as Darrell Griffith, Allen
April. Since then, Jack Vincennes,Ind.
Murphy and Wesley Cox.
A Marine veteran, he was
Lengyel has served as acting
Olsen and his wife Sharon
athletic director and will con- assistant head coach for coach have two sons and a daughter.

Conner Puts Trials Record On Line Against Turner
By JOHN SCHU RR
Associated Press Writer
NEWPORT, R.I. (AP) —
Freedom skipper Dennis Conner placed his winning record
on the line today in his second
meeting with Ted Turner and
Courageous in the second
round of America's Cup
preliminary trials.
Conner, who swept both of
Monday's races against the
newest of the 12-meters, Clipper, has won three of four matches while Turner, who lost
twice to Clipper on Sunday,
has lost three of four.
"I never feel confident when
I race Ted," Conner said after
his Monday victories. "He's
too good."
Last Saturday, Conner beat
Turner, who defended the Cup
in 1977, by 59 seconds after losing the first race by one
minute, 25 seconds.
Conner claimed the best
record of the three American
skippers when he put away
Clipper, sailed by 24-year-old
Russell Long, by times of 1:57
and :23 on Monday.
Long protested the first

race, claiming Conner had
violated the port-starboard
tack rule after the start. The
New York Yacht Club protest
committee was expected to
hear Long's protest this morning and issue a ruling prior to
the day of racing.
In each of Monday's races,
Long and his young crew were
in the lead but lost their edge
on a windward leg.
In the day's first match,
Clipper held a slight lead until
the two 12-meter yachts crossed about two-thirds of the way
to the weather mark. Long
sailed off into an area with no
wind, while Conner picked up
a favorable windshift and sailed into the lead.
"I just got us in the biggest
hole I've ever seen," confessed Andy Rose, tactician of
Clipper."Yep,I put us there."
The second time around, in
race No.2, Clipper had gained
a 30-second advantage going
into the final windward leg of
the windward-leeward course.
However, he lost his advantage a second time.
With just a few yards to go

Macy Getting Offers To
Profit From UK Career
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
Twice weekly, Macy' hosts a
Kyle Macy has had his pick of
call-in sports show on a local
business opportunities since
radio station and has a promoending his basketball career
tional contract with Superior
at the University of Kentucky, Datsun near Nicholasville.
but the All-America guard
But friends say the Peru,
denies it is "a payoff for the
Ind., native is more than Just a
time I put in here."
celebrated athlete gone com"Really, I just look at it as
mercial.
sort of the icing on the cake,"
"Macy speaks well, he consaid Macy, who became a
ducts himself well, he is the
crowd favorite in three
essence of the all-America
seasons as a Wildcat.
boy," says advertising exMacy has signed a reportedecutive Jim Host, who publishly lucrative contract with the
ed Macy's book. "He presents
Phoenix Suns of the National
an overall image that not
Basketball Association and
many athletes have projected
has taked advantage of
in recent years."
numerous local commercial
Dan Highler, president of
offers.
Superior Da tsun, said the
His book, "Macy," had an
dealership has a one-year
initial press run of more than
agreement with Macy, who
10.000 copies, which sell for
makes conunercials and per$7.95 apiece.
sonal appearances and allows
The official Kyle Macy
the business to use his name.
poster is selling for $35 at
"We think he has an image
selected stores.
of quality sand class that we
BasketMacy
The first Kyle
want to be asaociated with,"
ball Camp recently drew 130 said Highler."He is just a winparents
whose
youngsters
ner
I don't care. if It's
marbles or basketballs — and
paid $50 a sesaion.

he is one of the nicest people
I've ever met."
But there is a darker side to
Macy's business success.
Others apparently have tried
to cash in on his name, but
Macy said he was advised
against suing for damages.
"There's a plastic drinking
cup out with my name on it,
but no one asked my permission," he said. "There are a
million posters and T-shirts on
the market with my name that
I don't have anything to do
with," Macy said.
The drinking cup also bears
Macy's signature and lists his
UK records.
"My signature is not real
hard to copy and I still don't
know how they did that," he
said."What worries me is that
all these things on the market
are going to give people the
impression that I'm really just
out to make a buck, that I'm
trying to use the people of
Kentucky. That's not the way
ibis."

until the finish, Freedom tacked on a favorable windshift
and, pointing higher than Clipper and sailing faster,skimmed across the line to victory.
"We got the right side of the
wind shift," said Cor.iier,
former world Star Class
champion. "Our crew did a
good job of hanging close until
we had the chance."
The first race covered 11
miles on a shortened Olympic

course. The second race sailed
in winds of about 14 knots, was
on an abbreviated windwardleew ard course.
Winds during Monday's
round of preliminary trials
were out of the southwest,
starting in the first race at
about 8 knots and building
steadily through the afternoon.
Meanwhile, Clipper and
Freedom battled to a draw on

two of Monday's three practice starts, and Freedom handily defeated Clipper in the
third, crowing the line 14
seconds ahead.
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My mission is now over and I still
have money to take back to my
superiors. I must go back to Matmore and get the wife and kids so
they too can enjoy a great place to
eat.
Conclusion: Dakota Food and Grain

is out of this world!
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Decorative Phones Ring Up Sales
isy BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsleatares

P-1

Many cunstaners are willing
to go far afield to find the perfect, unique accessory that Just
"makes- a room
Antlers mounted on the wall,
fur rugs in front of the fireplace, and recycled pidds Jars
for plants are a few nannies
of odd decorative accessories
that are sought after by some.
But, another kind of accessory which has very practical
value is appearing in more and
more American households Its
the decorative telephone
What kind of novelty phone
The range of
an you buy
available designs gets larger
every year. You can have a
phone that looks like a statue of
Snoopy or Mickey Mouse or a
colored bagel You can buy a
sleek, one-piece instrument that
is at home in an ultramodern
ulterior. a phone that resembles one seen in France in the
early Nth century, or a wood
rni.vlel at home in mid-America,
cii ,s 1913.
Phones come in all sorts of
colors. They come hidden in a
box. Or, fur the opposite effect,
you can buy a plexiglass-encased version that reveals its
inner workings for one and all
to see.
"There are literally thousands of companies out there
competing to sell phones," one
independent phone dealer says.
And Ma Bell herself has gotten into the decorative phone
competition with some 15
phones in the Bell System's Design Line_

Vet try to introduce at least
case new Design Line phone ev
cry Mt." said Tom Pollock,
product IIIMinger for Design
Lae kr Ohs !mil System Pollock added that decorative

plasm soli best to leas traditimmarlod yam singles
-These are the people with
more disposable income.- he
said
There appear to be no sigruhcent geographic differences in
Popular
demand, however
phones for Bell, like its Sculpture, Noteworthy and Antique
Gold models, sell well across
the country
Nobody seems precisely sure
why novelty telephones appeal
to a certain segment of the ovulation From Bell's point of
view, it was as own ability to
saturate the market with plenty
of those basic, black boxes that
gave rise to today's heavy competition to provide consumers
with novelty telephones
comthis
Nevertheless,
petition can be helpful to a consumer since it apparently has
resulted in more choices in
phone styles
By shopping around and comparing costs, a consumer might
be able to have the decorative
phone of his or her choice and
save some money at the same
time
Those considering purchasing
a novelty phone are well advised to compare the costs of
buying it from an independent
or from the local phone company
In most states, consumers
may now choose to buy a phone
outright from an independent

Even hou.ses need an annual
dealer and pay a one-tune
charge only for the instrument
When it eume5 to novelty
phones from the phone tympany, in most cases the tympany sells you the novelty case
but retains ownership of the miser workings
Since July, 1979, all new
phones are supposed to carry a
Federal Communications Commission registration number,
which means they may safely
be hooked into the utility system's wires If a consumer already has modular Jacks, the
new phone is simply taken
home and plugged in If not,
one may choose to buy an
adapter that will fat older phone
company yacks. Adapters and
other parts such as telephone
cords are now widely available
where phones are sold
Another option is to have the
phone company install the
proper Jack, paying a one-time
installation fee
Consumers who own their
own phones still pay a monthly
fee for service and for the
phone company-installed Jack.
But they save the monthly fee
for equipment by buying their
own phone. Incidentally, consumers are obligated to inform
the local phone company that
they have installed their own
phone And if the phone should
break, they are on thee own to
have it repaired

The kitchen, the most costly
room in the home. How do you
see your kitchen? Ls it just a
place to cook and eat? The kitchen is many things to many
people. Some view it, as other
things, just with the basic
pieces to accomodate cooking
and eating.
Like the bath, there are such
an array of time and energy
saving appliances available
today that any woman can
have the kitchen of dreams.
Cabinets, counter tops and appliances to fit every: need.
So we come back to the
question, -How do you see
your kitchen." When you are
ready to make that dream kit:hen, again we stress the professional. You can fill the area
with the finest cabinets and
counter top, buy all the latest
labor saving units, put in the
finest wall covering available
and still have a room you will
be miserable to work in. Why?
It can be so poorly designed
and executed that as you go
about preparing meals its like

FREE
DIRT

an obstacle course.
Good design tastefully executed and blended means
more than all the finest of fixtures you can assemble. The
traffic pattern as you go about
preparing your meals should,
to save you steps, be a triangle
pattern. Somethin*like stove,
refrigerator, stove. Storage
space should be arranged
around this pattern with the
items generally used in each
area stored in that area. Color
and its use is very important
in kitchen design. Color should
first of all fit the personality of
the user. Usually fnendly, informal colors are best suited
for the kitchen. The flobr and
wall covering is so very important. You should never use
stripes on the wall and
squares on the floor. The two
are not compatable. The total
picture should blend with the
adjacent rooms.
A correctly designed and
built kitchen will be a joy for
the user to work in. As in so
many other things there are
kitchens, and there are kitchens. Which is yours? Which
do you desire?
COLLEGE SUPPORT

At the new MSU Student Union

construction site at the end of
Payne. Your trucks loaded
free beginning June 24.
Deliveries reasonable

Chilton
Excavating
Phore 502-425-2829

NEW YORK ( AP) — Gifts to
U.S. colleges and universities
during the academic year
1978-79 reached a new high
estimated at $3.23 billion, according to a survey conducted
by the Council for Financial
Aid to Education. The total
was $190 million more than
that of 1977-78.
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* * $TEAK SALE * *
MONDAY-TUESDAY SPECIAL

STEAK'N
SPECIAL
SIRLOIN ',TT.• STUFF

$2.99 $2.79
•
•

•
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•

Includes All You Can Eat SOUP 'n SALAD BAR
Baked Potato or Fries & Stockade Toast
Kids Menu items. only 99t

SIRLOIN

Ow quality will keep yes amid back.
Bel Air Shopping Center
irees••••••

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Don't try to refinish a wooden
floor unless you are prepared
to forget about using the room
for at least one day' and probably more.
And don't rent a floor-sanding
machine for a particular time
on a particular day unless you
are certain you will be ready to
use it exactly at that time. Considerable preparatory work
must be done before you can
use the sander. If it stands idle
while this chore is being done,
the sander may cost you more
than you planned, not to mention the probability that the
dealer needs it back at a certain time so that some other
customer can pick it up.
The preparatory work can be
considerable, especially if you
are doing it alone. Everything
must be removed from the
room — furniture, drapes,
blinds, pictures, knick-knacks,
etc. That can take hours. After
that, you must examine the
floor carefully to be sure there
are no loose boards or protruding nails that can tear the

By EARL ARONSON
AP Newsfeatures
There's a better than 82 percent likelihood that the potted
foliage plant you bought in recent years had its birth in
Florida.
Shipping foliage plants is a
$124-million-a-year business in
Florida. About 30,000 growers
are involved, ranging from
family operations to giant production lines. And the plants
roll northward from Central
Florida in giant tractor trailers, private cars and small
trucks.
Only five years ago, Florida
foliage plants were an $87 million business, double what it
had been three years earlier.
I visited a 20-acre farm on a
rural road in Apopka where
Emanuel Allen and his family
have three greenhouses, largely
raising zebra plants, pothos,
Chinese evergreen, spathiphyllurn, English variegated Glacier and other ivy.
Allen, who was a New York
City plumbing contractor prior
to 1968, likes a challenge and
says most growers do. "I generally tend to pick plants no
one else wants to grow because
they are too touchy, too finicky.
The sniall grower must like the
plant he grows."
Why spathiphyllurn7 "It can
grow in low light in the house.
It is much in demand these
days," Allen says. Pothos is a
vining-type plant; Chinese ever_
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f LOON PLAN mai131N
A FEATURE OF THIS CONTEMPORARY HOUSE is its
flowing roof lines as well as its rich textures of stone, vertical
siding and glass. The glass-walled entry is approached
through a landscaped atrium. Inside, the foyer's more than
13-foot-high cathedral ceiling flows directly into the living
room. Plan HAI 1 57H has 1,555 square feet. For more information write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope
— to Homes for Living. 107-40 Queens Blvd., Forest Hills,
N.Y. 11375
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abrasive paper or damage the
sanding drum. The floor should
then be swept and vcacuumed.
When you rent the sanding
machine, be sure you know how
to attach the paper. Ask the
dealer to show you how, since
different machines have
slightly different constructions.
Most important when you get
the machine at home is to be
certain the paper is tightly attached to the drum, a procedure that usually requires the
use of a key.
Three passes should be made
with the machine, one with
coarse paper, one with medium
and one with fine. The first
pass can be diagonal across the
boards if the floor is in very
bad shape, but you can make
all three cuts parallel with the
grain of the wood in most
cases. The coarse paper is used
first, the medium second and
the fine last. The same order is
followed with the edger, a
small sander for getting close
to the baseboard and other
places where the big machine
can't reach.
More important than anything else in using the drum

green tolerates low light.
Most of Allen's varieties take
2 to 9 months to be ready for
shipment, depending on climate
and environment and whether
they are started from seed or
cuttings. As planting medium,
he uses Florida peat, pine bark
and cypress sawdust.
"I work constantly' to upgrade plants, experimenting in
greenhouses that are 50 to 75
degrees shaded, otherwise they
will lose leaves or suffer shock
if exposed to strong sun," Allen
explained.
Next I traveled to nearby
Plymouth. Robert Roberson,
operations director for a huge
combine, guided us through one
of Florida's largest, most modern house-plant factories. All
operations — except sticking
the plants into pots filled with
Canadian sphagnum peat moss,
Styrofoam bead ( instead of
more expensive perlite ( and
pine bark — are mechanized.
Thousands of plants of nearly
50 varieties were lined up on
production lines.
There are 19 acres under
glass at the two PlymouthApopka plants and 21 acres under seran or cloth at a third
operation at Homestead. The
three plants employ nearly 220
persons.
Rows of dieffenbachia lined
the large floor of one Plymouth
building. Other varieties included ivies, fittonia, ardisia and
hanging baskets of dracaena.
"This is the most unique system in the world," said Roberson. "It brings the bench to
the workers and after the
plants grow on their benches
they move along to maturing
areas then to the shipping
room. The people are stationary. From the cutting it takes 6
to 12 weeks, depending on the
type of plant."
Roberson said 13 people in a
potting shed corner could pot
and plant 160,000 to 170,000
plants a week.
''We grow plants in blocks 21
feet wide and 136 feet long with
28.000 pots per block. The heat
and water spray throughout is
controlled individually from a
computerized control board
Two pumps can provide 1,000
gallons of water a minute." he
said
Any queries about gardening
problems must be accompanied
by,a stamped, self-addressed
envelope
For Earl Aronson's ' Associated Press Guide to House
Plants," send $1 to House
Plants, AP Newsfeatures, 50
Rockefeller Plaza, New York,
N.Y 10020

sander is,.it the drum must
never be kept in contact with
the floor except when you are
pushing the machine. Thus,
when you turn the motor on, be
sure the drum is tilted slightly
away from the floor, then lowered and pushed at once. And
when you are ready to turn off
the motor, tilt the machine
away from the floor, then turn
it off.
Even though the sander has a
dust bag, it is virtually impossible to keep a certain amount
of grit from settling on everything. As soon as you have finished the sanding, vacuum the
entire room, including the walls
and ceiling.
No matter which finishing
material you select, read the
label on the container carefully
and follow the instructions to
the letter regarding safety precautions.
( For keeping things in shape
around the house, get a copy of
Andy Lang's handbook, "Practical Home Repairs," which
can be obtained by sending
$1.50 to this newspaper at Box
5, Teaneck, N.J. 07666.1

WOMEN WORKERS
GENEVA i'AP) — Working
primarily on farms, in industry and the service sector,
women are joining the world's
labor force in increasing
numbers and now make up
more than a third of the
world's workers, according to
the U.N.'s International Labor
Organization.
From 344 million in 1950,
their numbers had risen to 600
million by 1975 and by the end
of the century should approach 900 million. According
to the ILO study, China alone
accounted for one-fourth of the
world's working women with
three other countries — India
with 77 million, the Soviet
Union with 63 million, and the
United States with 36 million
— accounting for more than 30
percent of the total.
The study indicated the
lowest proportion of working
women was in Latin America,
where only 14 percent of the
was
population
female
economically active.

straps or tightening or loosening the existing support
straps. At the same time the
water is running, check for
leaks. Most small ones can be
repaired with roofing compound. Larger ones may require pieces of metal held in
place with rooting compound.
Or real problems might require replacing sections of the
gutter.
If the downspout is clogged,
use a plumber's snake or piece
of flexible metal to clean it
out. And finally, make sure
the water runs away from the
house or into a drain at the

physical to pinpoint small problems before they become big
ones. The spring house fix-up
is one of your most important
home maintenance routines.
The Science and Education
Administration of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture
has a booklet that can help you
perform more than a dozen
repairs to put your house in
shape. For your copy of
Simple Home Repairs... Outside, send $1.50 to the Consumer Information Center,
Dept. 159H, Pueblo, Colorado
81009.
Here are some suggestions
to help you inspect your
house:
Check the windows. Are any
cracked or broken? Is the putty still tight? Do window
frames need caulking?
Next, check the siding.
Make sure there are no spots
where the paint is blistering,
or where the siding, shingles,
or brick work is damaged.
Even if you don't have leaks
in your roof, take a look to see
if the shingles are broken or
worn. Make sure the flashing
( the metal in corners and
around chimneys) is not
rusted or cracked. Cracks in
the roof should be repaired.
But remember, be careful getting up and walking around on
the roof.
While you have the ladder
out, check the gutters and
downspouts. If you see any
leaves, branches or diert in
the gutters, clean them out.
While you are cleaning them,
check for loose connections,
make sure that the downspout
outlet is clean, and look for a
wire leaf strainer.
Using either a hose or a pail
of water, pour water into each
gutter and downspout. Does
the water flow along the gutter
or are there places where it
sands? If so, you need to adjust the gutter so the water
will drain. You can do this by
adding additional support

boil= et the downspout.
Othorteilk, mum rainy day
you cod/ sled up with a very
wet bessmst.
When pis finish your inspection, Simple Home
Repair... ,Outside $1,501will
help you make your repairs.
With this book, you will also
receive a copy of the free
Information
Consumer
Catalog listing more than 200
other federal books of consumer interest. The Catalog is
published quarterly by the
Consumer Information Center
of the General Services Administration.
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1978 Scout
Travel top, V-8, A T, P. S., P. 8., mileage

34.000, bench seats, new wide mud ond snow
tires on white rims, one owner, special price

$4850.00

Trucks-TrailersBuses, Inc.
U.S. 641 Smirk Murray, Ky. 42071
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25% on a wide selection of
Ethan Allen floor samples. upholstered and
wood furniture, plus accessories!
On sale June 23rd to July 5th only!
save 10% to
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redecorating rooms to give
you fresh ideas, we have an
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sample home fashions priced
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The flush toilet was invented
by the Minoans living in Crete
around 2,000 B.C.

Maybe it's time to see the new
—and very reliable—A 8 Dick
990 plain paper cooler
The 990 haS all of the mOSI
wanted features ol machines
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Supreme Court Says Press, Public Can Be At Trial

cal
downspout
rainy day
with a very

tty SY RAIKSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Supreme Court
ruled today that if there is a
new trial in the sodomy case
against a Lexington physician, the press and public
must be admitted.
The high court set aside a
decision of the intermediate
Court of Appeals which allowed Fayette Circuit Judge
Charles Tackett to bar the
media and citizens from the
trial of Dr. Kenneth Payne.
Payne was convicted on 29
counts including sexual abuse
and sodomy and sentenced to
a concurrent total of 261 years
in prison. He is in the process
of appealing.
At the request of 10 boys who
were allegedly the sodomy
tr victims, and without objection
from Payne, the trial judge
had ordered a closed trial.
Justice Robert Lukowsky,
who wrote the unanimous opinion, said Tackett was
"laudably concerned" with
the children's welfare and that
at first glance the trial court
exercised proper discretion.
But, upon reflection, error
becomes
apparent,"
Lukowsky said. -...The courtroom doors may be dosed to
the general public only on a
rare occasion after a determination that in no other way
can justice be served."
He said courtrooms are kept
open not so the public can expose wrongdoings, but "to
allow the citizens to see for
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themselves how their laws are
impartially applied."
Lukowsky said the trial
judge recognized the "delicate
and distasteful matters" in
the sodomy trial and decided
the boys would suffer leas embarrassment and emotional
trauma if the trial were closed.
"(But) embarrassment and
emotional trauma to
witnesses simply do not permit a trial judge to close his
courtroom to the entire

public, he said.
The high court also set aside
a Court of Appeals decision
which had dismissed a
medical malpractice suit
against Dr. Henry Meiers in
Warren Circuit Court.
It sent the case back for trial
in the circuit court, where the
parents of Thaddeus Garbacz
Jr. had sued. The sevenyearold died of blood poisoning after surgery for a ruptured appendix.
The defendants included two

opt INN MN MN 11111 =II NIB NEI NMI
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Dr. Norman E. Klein, a
Hopkinsville dentist, will show
slides and lecture on a trip
through the Hirnalyas at 7:30
p.m. Wednesday, June 25, in
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery of
the Fine Arts Building at Murray State University.
The program will feature
highlights of his climb from
Kathmandu, Napal, to a Mt.
Everest base camp. This was
a 23-day trip starting at the
village of Lamasangma,
altitude 2,200 feet, and terminating at base camp,
altitude 18,000 feet.
In all, the climb covered 225
miles and a different peak
was climbed each day.
The slide program and talk
will focus on the mountains,
rivers, flora and fauna as well
as the people along the way.
Dr. Klein and his wife
prepared themselves for the
long trip by jogging and participating in a 26-mile
marathon run.
An expert on cacti and salt
and fresh water tropical fish,
Dr. Klein is a graduate of the
University of Pittsburg College of Dentistry. He was stationed at Fort Campbell during a period of military service, liked the countryside so
well after his training that he
returned to Hopkinsville to set
up a practice of Oral Surgery.
All interested persons are
Invited to attend the free program.
The British 7th Armored
Division encircled Benghazi,
Libya., and cut off the Italian
army's retreat on Feb.5, 1941.
In a battle the following day,
84 Italian tanks were put out of
action. Gen. Annibale Bergonzoli surrendered unconditionally two days later.
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Reformatory who
was indicted in 1877 by Estill
Circuit Court for first degree
assault.
Spivey sought a *Wady
trial, then sated dismissal on
the grounds the Estill court
had delayed the trial.
The Supreme Court agreed
with Spivey, saying a trial
date had not even been set until 245 days after Spivey's motion, whereas under the law a
defendant must have a trial
within 180 days of his request.
tucky State
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The high court issued a writ
of prohibition which bans the
Estill court from continuing
its prosecution of the 1477 in
In three criminal cases
The Supreme Court ordered
a hearing in Simpson Circuit
Court to determine if Ronald
Harris was competent to stand
trial when he was convicted of
the murder of his wife
Patricia and sentenced to life
in prison
"If It is determined that he

was competent, Use judgment
Lainhart was convicted
shall be reinstated," the high first degree persistent
felorly
court said ''If it is determined
offender,
that he was not competent, he
The Supreme Court
shall be given a new trial when
modified the consecutive life
competent "
sentences unposed on Donnie
The Supreme Court affirm- Hillyard and Robby
Wagner
ed Kenneth Lambert's convic- by Union Circuit Court for the
tion by Henderson Circuit kidnaping, rape and murder of
Court for first degree robbery, 20-year-old Jeanine Pyse th
for which he had received a 10- Crittenden County
year term.
While upholding the convi,
It threw out an expansion of Nona, It said the penal
code
the penalty to life imprison- does not allow such OA
ment that was meted when secuttve terms

NM I= MN NM OM MN =I MO =I OM
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CUT OUT YOUR
PROBLEMS AND BRING
THEM TO US...
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
First Lady Phyllis George
Brown and her newborn son,
Lincoln George Brown, left
the University of Kentucky
Medical Center Sunday night,
a hospital spokesman said
Monday.
Mother and child reportedly
returned to the Browns' Cave
Hill estate near Lexington.
They were discharged at 7
p.m. Sunday.
The baby, weighing 8
pounds, 4 ounces, was the first
born to the former Miss
America and network television personality. It was
delivered last Tuesday afternoon by Caesarean section.
Mrs. Brown and her husband, Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.,
announced their son's name
Saturday.
Hospital workers began
Monday to remove telephones
and typewriters from a conference room that served
about 30 reporters assigned to
cover the event.

Dr. Norman Klein
To Show Slides On
Himalyan Trip

pc-

other doctors and the Graves
Albert Clinic where they were
employed
Meters, the surgeon who
operated, asked and was
granted a dismissal two years
after the suit was filed.
"We do not believe that
there
was sufficient
evidence., to justify that action," the Supreme Court said.
The high court also reversed
the appellate court in a case
involving Johnny Wayne
Spivey, a prisoner at Ken-
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Kentucky's First
Lady And Newborn
Return To Estate
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* Looking for an extra
• part-time job to
meet increased
living expenses?
‘
t
Buying a new car and the dealer
says you can get more for your
old car if you sell it yourself
instead of trading it in?
mom • ma•
•
•
I
•

Is your secretary
quitting and you're
looking for a
replacement?

•
•a. ma

Family all grown and
you'd move into an
apartment if you could
sell your house?

•

I
DOG
:GROOMING

Milierray Ledger & Times
Starting a new
8
business and .
looking for
customers?
•
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Our Display
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Stop In or Phone 753-1916
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Your individual
Horoscope

District Delegate Thought To
Be Youngest To Convention
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer

ft-

FRANKFORT, Ky. API Wendy Walker of Nortonville,
believed to be the youngest
Kentucky delegate ever
chosen to the Democratic national convention, has even
higher aspirations for the
future.
"My ambition is to be governor in 15 years," the 20-yearold college student said. -I
think I have a good start. I
know a lot of people across the
state."
And after that, she plans to
"cap it off by becoming the
first woman U.S. senator."
Her selection as a delegate
apparently is no haphazard
occurrence.
"A lot of girls watch the

the opening ballot, but said -I
will stick with turn" if any additional ballots become
necessary.
Miss Walker said she has
been interested in politics as
long as she can remember.
She recalls that at age 7,
when U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford
was running for lieutenant
governor, she hand-copied a
footprint signifying a step forward with Ford and
distributed it at a political
barbecue in Hopkins County.
During the times she serve i
as a state Senate page, she
said, she began asking for duty in the final week, "when
there was so much more excitement."
Miss Walker revived a dormant Young Democrats club
in Hopkins County a couple of
years ago and still serves a:
its treasurer. She also is chair
woman of the district's Young
Democrats.
She remembers that her
father, Jim Walker, when he
was editor of the Madisonville
Answer to Monday's Puzzle
Messenger, used to take her to
0000 0000 000 political events. people and
"I love to meet
MOO 0000 MOO
mama apanmaa deal with people," Miss
Dammam man Walker said. "...Yes, I (also)
think big."
cum ma 000
OMB 0,00011 OM
Her next political steps, she
MOO 10 MO 000 said, will be efforts to win
OM 000000 MOS election to a county office or a
OBI 00 00M0 legislative seat.
MOO 000000
Miss Walker attends
C000000 MOM Madisonville Community Col000 MOO 0000 lege and plans to major in
COO 0000 MOO political science when she
47 Ships curved goes to a university.
40 Fin shed
She works as a volunteer in
planks
42 Deadly
49 Uncooked
43 Toss
district court at Madisonville.
44 Frog genus 50 Canine
also teaches swimming
53 Roman gods She
46 Outfits
and likes to play tennis and go
horseback riding.
II Ill 10 11
5 5 7
"I don't date steadily," Miss
14
13
Walker said.
New York City will be
17 1
IS
familiar to her in a sense. She
20
passed through twice at the
22
airport on her way to Europe.
But that was a far cry from
l
+Pil
24
an official delegate position in
as
n
Madison Square Garden,
ss
which became a reality after
she decided she had a chance
41
her
Pi for the spot and filed
45
papers with state Democratic
headquarters.
154
"I'm excited, I can't wait to
52
go," Miss Walker said. "I love
54
the challenge."

Fraftces Drake

Miss America pageant and
say they'll be there someday,"
she said.
"But I used to watch the
Democratic conventions and
say the same thing. Now it's a
dream conic true."
Miss Walker was selected
last Saturday along with 33
other delegates in congressional district elections. The
remaining 16 delegates will be
picked next Saturday for the
convention in New York Aug.
11 to Aug. 14.
In a telephone interview
Monday, Miss Walker
acknowledged she had plenty
of help from the Kentucky
Young Democrats, who
managed to elect several
other members.
She is a 1st District delegate
bound to President Carter on

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
7 Chinese
ACROSS
pagoda
1 Spigots
8 King of birds
5 Army bed
9 Refer to
8 Comfort
10 Hurried
12 Mixture
11 Actual being
13 Mouths
16 Jacobs
14 European
brother
mountains
18 Girls nick15 Fretted
name
17 Corners
19 Painful spots 22 Avarice
23 Abstains
20 Avord
from food
21 Tor
24 Every
23 Escaped
25 Cravat
24 Devoured
27 Electrified
26 She
particle
28 Be mistaken
31 Chinese mile 29 Rodent
Beam
30
godDawn
32
35 Dealer
dess
33 Cooled lava 36 Roast
37 Food fish
34 Permit
36 Proclivities 38 Layers
38 Pigpen
39 Peruse
1 2 3 4
41 Gentle
43 Candid
12
45 Singing birds
15
48 Climbing
device
te
50 Hold
51 Arrow poison 01E21
52 Fuss
24 25
54 Lawyer
Abbr
31
54 Chum Slang
35
se
56 Toupe. e g
57 Girl
NU 40
.
DOWN
1 Hurl
2 Singing voice a
3 Stab
st
4 Planter
SS
5 Cape 6 Coniunctron

ld daughter of
MISS GREEN RIVER VALLEY - Sheri Colleen Copeland, 18-year-o
River Valley and
Howard and Judy Copeland, Benton, has been selected Miss Green
held at the Macauley
will compete in the 1980 Miss Kentucky Scholarship Pageant
and television comTheatre in Louisville June 26-28. Sheri is a sophomore radio
become a professional
to
wants
but
y
Universit
State
Murray
at
major
ns
municatio
a group,"Village Singers,"
singer. She has been singing professionally with her family in
Channel 6 Telethon and
since she was seven. The group has performed on the WPSD
contract with "The
the Ralph Emery Special in Nashville. Sheri is also on recording
Pageant, Sheri plans to
Main Street Music Company." As talent in the Miss Kentucky
Pageant.
sing "Songbird." Sheri represented Paducah in the 1979 Miss Kentucky

Supper Club Trustee Feels
No Pressure To Sell Site

FOR WEDNESDAY,JUNE 25, Lt88
What kind of day will LIBRA
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
tomorrow be'To find out what
It may require some behindthe stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth the-scenes negotiating to
capitalize on a favorable
Sign.
money deal. Mum is the word
for today's happenings.
ARIES
.4
Mar. 21 to Apr. 1911
SCORPIO
Though matters at a
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nVet'
distance aren't favored now,
If you feel the urge to have a
exciting new work projects party, do so. Be careful though
meet with success. Make with expenditures. A friend's
ingenuity and originality your financial proposal is off base.
keywords.
SAGITTARIUS
TAURUS
l
.f.p)er4i0
Nov. 22 to De
Apr. 20 to May 201
effectively
You'll wor
The adventurous will benefit without fanfare
r now.
now. Widen your horizons. Dealings with institutions
Sports, recreational activities favored. You must downplay
and romance all afford you ego for success.
pleasant surprises.
CAPRICORN
GEMINI
1 Dec. 22 to Jan. 191
"
l
nar
May 21 to June 201
If you have the sudden urge
be
Romantic interests may
travel, go with it. A distant
for
difficult to get along with now. friend would like to see you.
work.
Put your energy into
Don't be lax though in
Take a chance on your preparations.
originality for success.
AQUARIUS
CANCER
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
( June 21 to July 22) 49/41
Friends will prove a
A short trip could lead to an nuisance now in business.
Be
romance.
exciting new
You'll do best to push your
careful though not to interests yourself. Deal
Job
health.
jeopardize
with higher ups.
self- directly
require
matters
PISCES
discipline.
0U'
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 201)
LEO
There may be a change in
a
22)
(July 23 to Aug.
plans re travel, but you'll love
One of those days when the alternative. Beware of big
your
through
slips
money
talk in career dealings or false
fingers. Make worthwhile promises.
than
rather
s
purchase
N TODAY have a
OU
YBOR
wasteful expenditure on fine intellect which you often
.
pleasures
apply to practical affairs.
VIRGO
You'll have success in
;1
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) ITPU
banking, and probably would
A flash of intuition provides be a good fund raiser. You
you with answers. Be willing have
to
the
ability
to act quickly on ideas. Don't commercialize your artistic
let domestic duties slide. Be talents and are often found in
conscientious.
businesses allied to the arts.

•
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Kane said he had not been
wait some time to realize its
maximum value, I don't think approached by anyone inthat will be any problem for terested in buying the land for
the federal or (Kentucky) development.
The rest of the $13.2 million
courts."
The Richard Schilling fami- in the fund comes from setBuren
ly, former owners of the night tlements with other defen- By Abigail Van
club site, transferred owner- dants, including manufacship Monday to plaintiffs in turers of products used at the
lawsuits stemming from the club.
The judges divided the
May 28, 1977, fire that killed
defendants into groups for
165 people.
DEAR ABBY: I read you regularly, but I've never written
The transfer was part of trial. Manufacturers of wire
must
before because I haven't had any problems. However. I
their $3 million out-of-court insulation are scheduled to go
comment about the letter from the woman with multiple
settlement. The Schillings to court next.
• sclerosis.
agreed to turn over either $1.2
She asked if she should tell her 13-year-old daughter about
of
value
appraised
the
million,
her condition. I speak from experience as a woman who has
NOT,YET_WAIT 'Til.. I
the site, or the land by MonJUST SORT OF SCHMUSH
had MS for about 23 years.(The first 10 years I didn't even
HEY, PITCHER, WO( DON'T
I
1.JAY
OF
THE
OUT
GET
day.
S
AROUND
KNUCKLE
YOUR
I had it, as I had no visible symptoms- just fatigue.)
know
GIVE THIS RN T1-iE
The transfer brings to apI have been in a wheelchair for nine years, but it hasn't
THIS,
LIKE
BALL
THE
Ot: SCHMUCKLE L?BA
proximately $13.2 million the
curtailed my activities. It's electric, and I zip around
AND THEN THROW IT
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)t fund
settlemen
everywhere. I drive a van with a wheelchair lift, so I'm
a
in
amount
AS HARD A5 YOU CAN.,.
helping
fairly mobile.
for Beverly Hills victims, A program aimed at
crisis
First, that woman should tell all her children that she has
Kane said. He is co-trustee of people facing a financial
MS without making a big deal out of it. When I was finally
will be resumed July 1 by the
the fund with a local bank.
diagnosed, our three boys were 2, 5 and 6. I can't recall
Human
ie
Kane said the land might be Department for
actually telling them - they just grew up knowing.
Resources.
worth more than $1.2 million.
The easiest way to explain MS to children, and adults as
b 2.,
ProThe Crisis Oriented
-It was appraised about a
is to explain that the messages from the brain are
well,
will
ies
year and a half back," he said. gram for Emergenc
carried through the spinal cord to the other parts of the body
fiscal
plug
the
OH,NANCY--I SURE,
much like the electricity for a lamp is carried from the
"And I think the property has have $1 million for
from last
PEEWEE
CAN I
in the wall outlet to the switgh and light bulb. The electrical
appreciated in value, as any year, up $250,000
myelin.
has
cord
year when all of the funds
cord has insulation around it, as the spinal
BORROW
property would."
late OcMultiple sclerosis means"many scars." The insulation on
SOMETHING?
The settlement fund were exhausted by
a
electric cord should not be cut into at various places,or
an
tober.
specific
trustees will wait for
might result.(What child has not been told not
circuit
short
CommisInsurance
Social
properorders on handling the
to play with electrical plugs and cords?) Multiple sclerosis
L. Huffman
or
ty from U.S. District Judge sioner William
simply means that there are many scars in the myelin,
persons
3,000
about
Carl Rubin and Campbell said
insulation, so that the messages from the brain are unable
an
year,
last
person's
A
aid
work.
(Ky.) Circuit Judge John received
to get through properly to make the body
$205.
particular disabilities depend upon where the scars are,
Diskin, r'Kane said. Since average payment of
vw TOOL
provides
program
The
both
which is why everyone who has MS has different problems.
in
filed
were
lawsuita
BOX
s or
Kids readily grasp this idea; certainly a 13-year-old will!
gee
Syno.c.r.
Kentucky and federal courts, benefits to individual
7,44 24
children
My husband said from the very onset that I should do
both judges are involved in the couples without
for family
home who only what I WANTED to do and save my energy honey,"
at
living
21
under
LIWC4S1
case.
cg
SURE SEEMS LIKE
fun. Whatever I want to do. he says."No problem.
and
guidelines
income
meet
inexpected
he
said
Kane
A LONG TIME
as food, and we do it.
structions from the judges "in face crisis needs such
SINCE ANYBODY
He's packed me up five flights in temples in Japan and
utilities.
or
shelter
GE
days."
GOT A PACKA
the next few
carried me on and off Mexican airplanes, without once
OP COOKiES AND
hinting that being married to me was at times inconvenient.
STUFF FROM
boys grew up sharing this attitude, and her children
Our
((
HOME
will, too. In return she'd better try to keep her weight down.
She should also thank God it is she, not her husband, who
has MS, because it would be harder for HER to get HIM up
,
A
r
1
1
4
•
1
1
VM
)
‘11111r
and down stairs.
11 17/4"1
/
0
As for it being a "heavy burden" for her I3-year-old to
help at home, it won't be. By the time my eldest was 8, he
could go to the bank, cash a check for $100, do the grocery
shopping from my list and come home with the correct
change. All my sons can cook, sew, do the laundry, make
beds and manage money.
At first I used to lament to myself, "Poor boys, their
W140'S THAT,JOST
mother can't play baseball with them," but I soon stopped
WHEN V44 GOING'
after seeing how much more self-sufficient they were than
To MAKE A
Ii
other boys. My eldest is now in his second year of college
SANDWICH
2(1(X) miles from home. We all had hysterics when we read
Tred
their
threw
his letter describing how the other boys
)
414
shirts into the washing machine along with their white
pants, and they were running around with pink clothes after
doing their first laundry at college - away from Kim. Not
my Kurt; he'd been doing the family laundry for five years!
Our middle son, Dirk, is a super cook and baker, and the
youngest (Clark) does the home repairs - including
servicing my wheelchair. If I've made them sound like
angels, they aren't. They're just ordinary boys. now 19, 18
and 15. But they're very special to me.
MS has brought our family closer together. We tend to do
Asw• 'awry
things NOW rather than postponing them: because things
THERE'S FRAKA-- FROM
VE
Mal'
NOW
HERE WE CAN SEE FOR
may get worse, we're having our fun while we can. If
SEEN IT, DIANA.
t:
/NILESeveryone lived that way,the world would be a happier place.
THE ROPE PEOPLE,
AND REX AND I,,
MS is no fun, but there are worse things. I consider myself
WE'RE ALL WAITING
very lucky. I am only inconvenienced - not handicapped.
To HEAR HOW
BECKY ZELLER IN PORTLAND
,
YOU LIKE IT.
DEAR BECKY: Yours is one of the longest - but
one of the most heart-warming - letters I've ever
printed. Thanks for a real "upper." And God bless.
Robert H. Douglas, president of the Tennessee VaNey
Chapter, (right)
(
Murray
on,
Associati
Retiree
Authority
Ale, 10',
(Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off
6
,15of 4.*
presents Harold Van Morgan a certificate in honor of his
chest. Por a personal reply write to Abby. Box
your
achievements in the development of the Land Between
69700, Los Angeles, Calif. 90069. Please enclose
stamped, self-addressed envelope.)
AfER
The Lakes. Morgan is accompanied by his wife, lean.
4114)MORROW P/ANA AN5,
SOUTHGATE, Ky. 1AP1 Lawrence Kane Jr., trustee of
the settlement fund for victims of the 1977 Beverly Hills
Supper Club fire, said he feels
no pressure to sell the 48-acre
site where the night spot
stood.
"I feel we are under no time
constraint to sell the land,"
said Kane, who received the title to the land Monday. "My
own view is that this (property)is a very valuable asset.
"If it means we may have to

Handicapped? No,
Just Inconvenienced

Department To
Resume Financial
Crisis Program
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I. Legal Notice
2. Notice
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4. In Memory
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I. help Wanted
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12. Insurance
13. For Sale or T
14. Want To Buy
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6. Help Wanted

1-Notice

Gary tW7WV
be responsible toe say 000E5
other than my own as at June
23,1480

2-./Virice
111111rTracts Free Store for the
needy 759-4600
We repair all brands anti
real's of cameras

CARTER STUDIO
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effectively
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lust downplay
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x though in
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success in
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daughter about
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• to Abby, Box
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being eccepted for a
position of Draftiness, in
ow construction design
&parlament. Apply at
WM Corp., Highway 54
West, Dresden Highway, Paris, T
As Equal Opportenity
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WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a ready reference
that 11,01 quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
1. Lepl Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Kelp Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity

Manager wanted
Field
Dynamic new company now
opening in Murray area People
skilled in marketing and comCommission,
munication
bonus, and profit sharing
Potential $20,000 per year
Need not disturb present job
D.R
Send resume to
Associates. P.O. Box 812,
Paris, TN 38242.
Maid for church custodial
work Call between 9-3 for interview appointment 7533812
Need part time deli employe(
to work afternoon shift Pad
time only, must be a hard
worker and good with
customers Apply in person at
Big John Grocery

19 Farm Equipment

43. Real Estate

REAGAN
builaingsir All steel ciear-span
buildings Our lowest price in
over two years Examples"
30's48412 for 33.672 00 •
40'172414 for $5,752 00 •
481112414' for 56,594 00 •
604125416' for 515,441 00
Call collect today for price
guarantees l-614-244-2675 til
8 pm
Farman Club tractor and equipment Call 474-2355
Kay harvesting special. IH
round baler One only G
Farm Center, 641 South, Nut- „
irac e Pan
... And this one rom t e Jiffy
ray. 7594440
cake Make-Up Company - Congratula
,
232
Tractor,
1977 M F. 265
hours. four 14" M.F. plow, 10' tIons•••
Pittsburg wheel disc thrift, one
Apts. For Rent
41. Public Sale
6 row cultivator $9500. Phone 32.
489-2110
New decorated one bedroom
NEED ROOM for a growing
1976 275 Massey Ferguson apartment, furnished or unfurlumiiy? Here's on older home
tractor, 800 hours Call after 5 nished, near University
with lots of vote inside and
Students preferred. 753-3949
pm, 489-2570
out Large two story hoem on
apartfurnished
bedroom
t. acre tot neer kirksey may
One
1973 510 Massey Fergusor
be deal for you It's well
combine. Call 489-2570 or ment, located 121 next to the
maintained, Nos storm doors
fairgrounds. No pets 753435-4593,
and windows and plenty of
3139
Only
outside storage
22. Musical
Two bedroom apartment,
$32 900
New and used Baldwin piano blocks from University Depose,
JOHN SMITH
and organs. Lonardo Piano Co., required, no pets. See at 1631,
across from the Post Office. West Olive.
Parts, TN

THE MAGIC OF
HAPPINESS
Nothing in the world
can give you happiness like plenty of
room in a fabulous
custom-built home
located in a lovely
area. 4 bedrooms, 3
be*, family room
woodburning
with
fireplace, beamed
ceiling and bar,
modern kitchen with
self-cleaning oven,
utility room and 2-car
garage. You'll have to
see this one to appreciate it. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222 for all the details.
We're bringing the
1980's home to you!
"PRETTY AND
PRACTICAL"
You'll find a perfect
combination in this
delightful 3 bedroom
home. Great eye appeal, and added insulation for lower utility bills. There's a living room, family
room, 2 baths, utility
room, and large
garage with electric
door opener. Priced in
the 50's. Convenient to
shopping areas. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty for full time
real estate service.

46. Homes For Sale
Owner sale or rent, owner will
finance to qualified people
Two story brick, 4 bedrooms. 2
baths central heat large eat-in
kitchen large living and dining
large utility, lovely
area
neighborhood near college and
schools 1000 Shupe Street
Phone 753-7326 ask for Mrs
Bob Glass
Three
Owner transferred
bedroom, Pei bath, ranch style
brick home with attached 2 car
garage, wall-to-wall carpet,
built-in stove and dishwasher
walk-in closets, large family
room, fireplace with glass
doors. woodbox and heatolator
Well insulated, central heat
and air. heat pump Only 2
years old Located on 2 acres, 4
miles east of city Low $60's
Call 753-7976 after 4 pm
Three bedroom, 2 bath, brick
veneer Heat pump, well insulated, large lot $52,900. Call
753-4712 after 4 pm.

47. Motorcycles

52. Boats and Motors

53. Services Offered

35 Ft Chris Craft Roamer
sedan cruiser Generator air
depth, shower, pressure water
314-748-5561 office, 314-4718188 home.
For sale Two sailboats One 12
ft Catamaran Aquacat and
one 11 ft strofoam hull Call
after 3 pm, 753-5994
For sale. 1977 lialcraft ski
boat brown metal-flake with
115 Johnson motor and Ion
Profile trailer, $2500 Call 7537169 or 759-4852.
1978 17 tt
For sale
Hydrosport. 140 hp Mercury
motor trolling motor, trailer
and dual depth finder. 7539240
For sale. Hunter 27 sailboat
ileeps 5, has roller furling.
Owner
extras
.nany
ransferred Call at night. 190.
342.7467
12' Reynolds aluminum tn-hul
boat, 18 horse Evinrude. 435
4422.

itIOEWIMS and parking areas
white rocked and graded Free
estimates Have rip-rap, pea
gravel lime one ton and up
Clifford Garrison. 753-5429
via S LAWNMOWER

71113.40hill.
e-ouitt empties sad

lawn
nso•ers 539 9S ail op web
Moues C30 to 4
791
Monday thru
7400

Kennedy-Littleton Lawn Ser
vice. Yard work and hedge
work. Free estimates. 7511259
or 753-4623
Licinsed Electrician and gas installation heating installation
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
Blacktopping
Mitchell
driveways and small pips a
speciality, also patching and
seal coating 753-1537
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS.
roofs sealed, and underpinnin
Aluminum or fiberglass Alsc
patio awnings and carports
single or double Jack Glover
753-1873 after 6 pm.
Need work on your trees? Topping, pruning. shaping, complete removal and more Call
BOVEWS TREE SERVICE for
professional tree care. 7538536
Painting, paperhanging commercial or residential. Farm
buildings etc Free estimates.
759-1987.
Paper hanging and interior
painting Call 753-1337 or 4374617.
Roofing, all types, free
estimates. Call 759-4512 or
759-1859 nights All work
guaranteed.
S & S Painting Co., custom
painting since 1975. Free
estimates. 759-4020.

For sale 1979 Honda 185, ex53. Services Offered
cellent condition, $1000 Call
Mel ALL TYPES home remodel13. For Sale or Trade
753-7257
14. Want To But
maintenance
and
ing
Excellent
Honda.
125
1976,
IS. Articles For Sale
References Guaranteed work
16. Home Furnishings
condition 3800 miles. Can be Free estimates. Call 753-8948
17. Vacuum Cleaners
seen at Joe Todd Motors
after 5 pm.
It Sewing Machines
FOR RENT
1970 Honda 350 motorcycle Atchisons Painting Service, in15. Farm Equipment
us
Miscellaneo
24.
chopper, good condition tenor and exterior, paperhang20. Sports Equipment
Nice furnished °port
9. Situation Wanted
21. Monuments
reasonable_ Call 753-6481.
Extra nice wheel chair, 16"
ments for 1, 2, 3 or 4
ing. Also general house repair
will
22. Musical
Murray school teacher
wide with newmatic tires. Like
college girls. Summer
753-7411
1978 Honda Odyssey, 4-wheel Free estimates. References fur23. Exterminating
5
babysit in my home Ages
753-0834.
Call
new.
THE
CLOCK
AROUND
after
A T.V Call 759-1188
and fall semester, with
nished. All work guaranteed
24. Miscellaneous
years and under preferred. Call
25. Business Servrces
630.
Phone 492-8866 or 247-3313
pool
swimming
753-1490.
20. TV-Radio
TV-Radio
26.
Cannibal Casserole! Price
privilege. Call 7531978 Model Yamaha GT-80, ex- Air-conditioning and refrigera27. Mobile Home Sales
Want to do painting, 10 years Panasonic AM-FM stereo
chewed to the bone! You'll
5865 days or 753-5108
cellent condition 753-7541.
21. Mob Name Rent,
tion, service work 01' all
yard mowing. amplifier with turn table on
Also
experience.
you
when
buy
know it's a good
29. Hating-Coding
after 6 p.m. and on
branas. Used air-conditionert
all
chopper,
Triumph
650
1971
436-2166.
Call
bedroom
3
see this convenient
W.Business Root*
top, 2 Thruster speakers,
and refrigerators for sale. Bill
Sunday.
new
435-4422.
$33.000.
Priced
at
31.Wont to Rent
brick home.
Would like to do babysitting for Panasonic 8-track playback r
Rollins 753-0762
U.Asti. Fa Rent
Call 753-1492, Century 21
1979 Yamaha XS-11 Special,
2-3 kids in my home. 753- and recorder. Like new, Price
33. Rowe for Rent
duplex
bedroom
2
work and gravel haulUnfurnished
Backhoe
ask
and
Realtors,
Jobs
Loretta
1800 miles, like new. $3200.
$275. Also Poloraid camera,
7644.
34 Houses For Rent
ing. Call 436-2193 or 436apartment, fully equipped kit- for Glenda.
before 6 pm.
Call
492-8507
Phone
cheap!
492101,
model
35, Farms For Rent
by
Will do light housekeeping
chen. dishwasher fireplace,
2262
8462.
W. tor Rent Or Leese
1980 Yamaha 400 SG. under
the hour. Call 753-8661.
many extras. $265 per month
Home located close to univer37. lnestock-Su polies
free
cleaning,
Carpet
Pioneer AM-FM stereo. 8-track; Call 7511779
warranty.
under
still
miles,
600
Si Pets-314am
sity and shopping Cedor
estimates, satisfied references.
Cobra graphic equalizer
Call 753-6470
bdr4
utilities,
IL Poultry-Suppiees
low
siding,
cleanVtbra-Vac steam Or dry
Streak into our office! Get the
COURTNEY SMALL
boosteer; 2 Craig speakers. 33. Rooms for Rent
It Produce
ms., 1 baths and nice garbare facts on this .14: story, 5 1978 Yamaha 750 Special. ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
Will do babysitting in
753-3936.
41. Public Sale
ENGINE REPAIR
Furnished room for rent, kitden spot. Coll today for more
489-2218.
miles.
3400
family
753-5827.
bedroom, 2 bath home..
42. Home loans
information on this versatile
Mowers Tillers Chotosows
my home in Hazel. Coll
chen and bath facilities,
Sales
Home
shop
27. Mobile
43. Real Estate
room. 10 closets, 30x50
48. Auto. Services
Fast Service
home.
Guaranteed
Clint and Dave's Odd Jobs- Wil
492.0515.
utilities furnished, $70 per
44. Lots For Sale
0, All on 3 acre lot. Just reduced
work Wit pickup and deliver
1978. 1400, Energy saver. 3 month, one block from UniverSet 15 inch Rally do odd jobs, including trimmFor
sale:
45. Farms For Sale
;
to
city.
anxious
tIte
in
Well built home
753-41164.
over $8000. Owner
bedroom, 2 bath, all electric, sity. 753-0430 or 489-2256.
Chevrolet truck, set ing and cutting down trees,
41 Homes For Sale
48drm., den, 2' 2 baths. heat 0, sell. Call Chuck and let him wheels for
and
central heat and air. Underpin- Room for rent, girls. one block
47. Motorcycles
hair. Lot size ; reveal this home to you. 753- of 15 inch Rally wheels for carpentry, construction,
central
babysitting
pump,
do
to
like
Would
low Tractor, work, bushhogging
U. Auto Services
ning, unfurnished. Call 435- from University. Call 759-4909
almost full acre. Backyard • 1492. Century 21 Loretta Jobs Chevrolet 4-wheel drive truck: yard work. Free estimates,
and light housekeeping in your 4171 or 435-4122.
45. Used Cars
one 711x15 new trailer tire. 6 prices. Inquire at 209 Walnut plowing, chscing, blade work
completely fenced. Coll for ri
or 753-1812.
SO. Used Trucks
home, Monday-Friday from 7 til
Realtors.
gardens. Free estimates. Call
ply.; one 10-15 LT. all terrain Street, Murray. anytime.
more information on this 0
51. Campers
For sale: House trailer, leaving 34. Houses For Rent
5. 753-9232.
lovely colonial home
tire, new, one 10-15 LT. B.F. Concrete and block work. Block 753-7400 or 753-2632
52. Boats and Motors
Call 753-0228.
town.
Will do odd jobs, ironing, house
53. SerrIces Offered
STROUT REALTY, INC.
Goodrich all terrain tire, used; garages, basements, driveways, Will wash and wax and hand
1141•7 Witen1753-3541
For sale or rent by owner: 2
0
500 mr•les
5.35 themleher 753.5413
Tin leaden
54. For Trade
cleaning, yard mowing, For sale: 1400 Windsor with 2 bedroom home on lake at Pine
one B.F. Goodrich 7013x15 LT., walks, patios. steps, free buff any and all cars. trucks.
71344174
wol
megimes
55. Feed And Seed
Ic!s. Call 436-2193.
etc.. Call 753-7243.
new tires; one Goodyear hi estimates. Charles Barnett, $25. For more information call
Bluff Shores. Contact Annette
nc,riSlowealm. Amiimerwr.
54. Free Column
FARMS HOMES
753,114
miler 700x15 L.T. used tire. 753-5476.
0753-2696.
Will do babysitting in my home 12x50 Two bedroom mobile Burnham or call 436-5364.
57. Wanted
BUSINESSES
0
Phone 753-7393.
Have references. Call 759-107t home, all electric, $2700. 753- Four bedroom, lli bath, living
0
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
Complete watenvell service. We Will do plumbing, airCLASSIFIED AD
0
0246.
after 5 pm.
PROPERTY
49. Used Cars
MURRAY CALLOWAY
room, family room, fireplace
drill or repair all makes. conditioning, painting, carpenDEADLINES
mobile and woodburning stove, in
Three bed
Listings needed! Offices
COUNTY REALTY
1972 Cougar, automatic and Residential and commercial. try, concrete, and roofing. 753In order for your ad to appear Young man would like to do 12x65
00. Call Panorama Shores. $250
Coast to Coast Buyers from
fipp
(502) 753.3146
power, air shocks air, rocket We specialize in submersible 2211 or 753-9600.
‘I'm the date you specify you farm work or truck driving. home.
0
Everywhere "Free" Coraglog
deposit required. Call 4360
wheels, new paint job $900 jets and turbins. Call collect Will haul driveway white rock
304 N. 1271, St.
must adhere to the following Have gas station experience. 492-8178n
(901)352-3671, McKenzie.
Mornay, Ky. 42071
Street Realty
489-2290
0
0eadlines. An ad must be call- Not afraid of hard work. Willing 28. Mob. Home Rents 2724.
and Ag lime. also hare any type
le• L. Immo belle,
6
of brown or white pea gravel
ed or brought in by 12 noon to learn something new. Call
Two bedroom unfurnished
excellent
in
Cordoba,
1976
close
home,
mobile
Furnished
341184
759-1270.
Also do backhoe work. Call
house, near campus. $185 per Established business in good 1912 cag*.eosC7,
the day before in order to apcondition with sun roof Call
or
finest
couple
Christian
Hamlin.
Awifia•
Kentucky's
to
West
Au,
Iv
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
month Call 753-3293.
pear in the next days paper,
location, Limited low interest
753-4121 between 4 pm and 8
Instructions
single. Couple $60 per month,
in Copy and Restoration
753-6763.
With the exception of ads te 11.
Consider
financing
available.
pm
good
house,
Three bedroom
ostart in Monday's paper, they Gymnastics. Boys only, ages 4 single $75. Call 435-4193.
trade for real estate, farm land. Two bedroom duplex, brick,
CARTER STUDIO
Wet basement? We make wet
well. Call 345-2205.
Coupe DeVIlle
must be called or brought in by to 14, through August 8th. For For rent: 2 bedroom trailer in
rental property, etc. Call 753- central heat and air, economic For sale: 1977
basements dry, work completeinterior,
blue
silver,
3
Cadillac,
as
used
be
and
can
or
753-1495
Two
call
refrigerator
information
Murray. No pets. 489-2611.
10 AM on Saturday.
gas heat, range,
4109.
guarenteed. Call or write
condition.
power,
excellent
full
furMSU.
near
house.
bedroom
number.
washer
disposal.
! To have an ad cancelled leave
Morgan Construction Co..
1265, central air, furnished, mshed or unfurnished. Call sommammaamish. dishwasher,
437-4155.
Call
$4800
will
you
carpeted,
before publication
dryer hookup, fully
409A, Paducah,
available July 1st. Call 759- 484-2256 or 753-0430.
Pardons & Thomas large lot. 2 blocks from Bel-air 1974 Ford Pinto Runabout. Fence sales at Sears now Call Route 2. Box call
need to contact us 'by 8 AN 14. Want To Buy
day or night.
1987.
for free KY 42001. or
753-2310
Sears,
540's.
not
it
for
low
one
order
in
Center.
&
miles,
Insurance
that morning
Shopping
45.000 actual
37. Livestock-Supplies
Small good used tent Call 489
1-442-7026.
needs.
your
for
estimate
2
rent:
for
homes
Mobile
edtion.
days
that
condition.
in
good
753-8631.
.to appear
owner, very
2510
Real Estate
bedroom, fully furnished. $130 For sale: Wheat straw. 753
Call 435-4150.
For all electric, plumbing, and 56. Free Column
Southside Court Square
Display and sale your art and 15. Articles For Sale
per month. Excellent location. 8156 or 753-6401.
carpenter repair. call Ronald Free dirt! Your trucks loaded
loaded.
Prix.
Gran
For
1979
business.
crafts at a local
Mummy,Koesteicky
Call 753-8964.
435-4234
Hogs, ready to butcher, corr
free at 12th and Payne. Univer12,800 miles, $5995. Call 1- Gersin
information call 753-4821.
753-4451
fed. Call 436-5844.
only.
couples
sity campus. beginning Tuesrent,
for
Trailers
conSears
Sears,
by
247-5757.
Guttering
FOR SALE
Glass Work. Auto glass in- I
See Brandon Dill at Dill's Straw for sale. For further inper day June 24th. Deliveries
installed
gutters
tinous
1977 Impala stationwagon
stalled windshields, back
Trailer Court.
135 mm, F2.8,
Call Sears reasonable. Chilton Excavating
formation call 492-8300 or Panicky Patsy rushed into our
with luggage rack, air, power your specifications
glasses.
side
glasses,
looking for a fully furCompany. 502-425-2829.
office
lens. Coll
estimate
free
for
telephoto
492-8730.
753-2310
garand
water
Two bedroom,
steering, clean, mechanically
Aluminum and plate glass store
A-frame on water front
753-5322 after 4 p.m.
Free! Old barber chair; child's
bage pickup furnished, all elec- Ten young Geese for sale, nished
Sears,
by
in
time
blown
any
753-7987
Insulation
Call
sound,
'
her
fronts installed; aluminum
found
lot...Now we've
tric. One or two adults. $50 $4.00 each. Call 753-3135.
74 Acre Farm
and desk, and small dog house.
heating
high
these
on
after
230.
save
her
store front doors closer. Patio
find
can't
we
but
house,
per month.
Brick, two bedroom
Call Sears, 753- 759-4683
door repair and replacemen' Lawn mowers. Jacobson 8 hp deposit $95
upplies
Panicky Patsy, if you see this
1978 LT Camaro. power steer- cooling bills
Highway 121 South, 753-5405. 38. Pets-S
in
acres
74
on
estimate
free
home
for
2310
Need rider to S.E. Montana.
Jobs
t work. Storm doors, windows, riding mower. Lawn Chief 31
Loretta
21
winCentury
power
call
ad,
ing, power brakes,
2
/
AKC Cocker Spaniel puppies.
picturebook setting
and screens repaired or replac- hp, self-propelled mower. Call 29. Heating-Cooling
Realtors at 753-1492.
dows, power locks, air and tilt. K & K Stump Removal Do you Share gasoline. Via Mt.
618-524Phone
buff.
or
black
Southwest of Murray.
ed. Mirrors, window glass, and
AM-FM 8-track, new Michelin need stumps removed from Rushmore, 7531333. Leave
We are closing out all our used 8973.
492-8587.
•••••••
Several functional and
' plate glass table tops. Clear or
your yard or land cleared of approximately Saturday. June
tires. 753-7625 or 753-5126.
•
air-conditioners. $25 off on
attractive barns and
, •
German Shepherd puptinted glass. Picture framing.
stumps? We can remove 28th.
35 MM
most units. Dill's Electric, 753- AKC
4-door,
88,
Delta
Olds
•
1974
outbuildings, ideal for
Small home improvement and
pies. registered American
below the Two white. 2 black and white.
•
9104 or 753-1551.
automatic, power and air. stumps up to 24"
•
fix-it jobs. M & G Complete
Eskimo puppies. Also guard
horses, cattle or
ground. leaving only sawdust and 2 yellow kittens. One
354-6217
is
NI-inatk
Phone
$900
g.]
dogs 502-554-2153.
Glass, Co.. 816 Coldwater Rd.
storage. Modern home
30. Business Rental
and chips. Call for free spayed adult female and one
•
1977 Oldsmobile 98 Regency, estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343 neutered adult male cat. 753753-0180.
longs finder with 4Smot lens
has fireplace with
•
BOYD-MAJORS
Basic and Advanced dog obe
• heatolator, brick patio
cony Col 733-1114.
locally owned, excellent condi- or Bob Kemp. Jr 435-4319
3994.
REAL ESTATE
dience classes: All breeds am
•
5. Lost and Found
Mini
tion. 753-9694 business hours,
and brick porch, all in
Professional instructor
753-8080
ages.
solitaift
diamond
Ladies
Lost
evenings
753-4097
condition
excellent
436-2858.
Warehouse
white gold ring. 753-5312 10" Radial arm saw, $164
( Profesotonal EtrrneeS 1 and quality. House and
1968 WI wagon. good condiHome window cleaning, no job too large or small,
.With Ttkc Friendly Touch"
Doberman, male, 7 months old,
before 5, 753-6986 after 5 firm. 759-4683
Storage Space
tion, $800 Call 435-4555 on
fenced 4.25 acres in753Call
$125.
registered
$25 reward!
AKC
reasonable rates, insured and experienced. Call 759-1176
16. Home Furnishing
barn,
For Rent
489-2827.
cluding stock
CLOSE TO
6924.
Lost Brittany Spaniel dog, Almost new matching black
and equipbarn
milk
day
or might
SHOPPING
Trucks
Used
50.
753-4758
white and rust colored, wearing and white plaid sofa. 2 chairs,
41. Pubic Sale
ment shed may be purExcellent location,
with
Chevrolet
ton
2'01
1979
a flea and leather collar, in and ottoman, $450. Call 753chased separate for
Having a yard sale?,
fenced
shaded
Detroit diesel motor. 6 wheel,
vicinity of Outland School Road 3383.
$59,000. Phone KopThen pickup your free
32. Apts. For-Refit
backyard, 3 BR., 1
22 foot van with side door Still
area Female Missing about
753-1222
signs
from
Realty'
perud
yard
sale
carwith
print
sofa,
tan
By,
and
bath,
Brown
in warranty 753-4953 or 759For rent: 1 bedroom furnished
one week, Call 753-8766
WE CONTROL
the Gallery of Homes
for all the information.
port. Separate dining
$125: brown velour chair. $75, apartment. partial utilities
4005
6. Help Wanted
office on Highway 641
and
heat
General Electric stave, avocado. paid. No pets. Call 753-9741.
room, elect.
"PEACEFUL
1978 Chevrolet pickup, 305 2N. in The Village ShopCredit Union Teller, part-time self-cleaning oven, very good
air. Paved Drive,
HAVEN"
barrel!. standard. clean. 435Requirements in- condition. $150, 2 lamps. Call For rent: Extra nice one
ping Center just
Position
1397
located at
This lovely 3 bedroom,
bedroom furnished apartment,
4422.
Also household, lawn indoors and outacross from the
;lurk ability to handle cash, 753-7155.
Johnson Blvd. Priced
one
11,2 bath home is just
1964 Ford Econohne pickup, 6
Boston Tea Party.
meet public, and normal office Chrome dinette set with 6 carpeted or uncarpeted,
to sell at $32,000. Ideal
753you
and
Call
doors!
for
University.
waiting
from
block
cylinder, 3-speed. 350. Call
;kills. Flexible schedule Ex- chairs. 489-2646
for retired couple or
JOHN SMITH
2967 after 5 pm.
your family. The cool,
492-8264.
perience in a financial inyoung family.
FOR DEPENDABLE
inviting covered porch
ditution desirable. Apply at For sale Tappan electric range, For rent One bedroom apart1976 Ford van Call 759-1715,
and redwood deck with
Personnel Office, Murray Stone baby car seat: aquarium, ment 753-9240
Professional Pest Centre!.
after 5 pm 753-9900.
LAKE COTTAGE
a beautiful view of
folding cot; etc. Call 759-1278
Jiiversity.
For rent Nice small furnished
Relax on your screen
1973 Ford 100 Ranger body,
Kentucky Lake await
or 759-1560.
apartment, $70 Would also
Earn $50 00/hundred secun.
porch and enjoy the
automatic 360 motor,- good
your arrival. Offered
ing, stuffing Enselodes. Free One 18,000 BTU window air- like to buy automatic
view, or stroll down to
shape. $1800 Call 753-5463.
owner
and
30's
the
in
gas
30"
Tappan
A
conditioner
transmission for 1965 Ford car,
detals, reply licomeworkers753-7411
the lake and catch a
financing is available.
1970 Jeep truck with topper.
512". Box 94485 Schaum- stove. Both in excellent condi- 8 cylinder. Come to 300
AR UND THE CLOCK
mess of crappie. A
For courteous, compe753-7947.
Call
tion
$1800 Call 753-5889.
Woodlawn
burg, IL 60194
to live on
place
great
tent real estate service
Gigantic yard sale. Thursday
52. Boats and Motors
Furnished 2 bedroom apart through Saturday, near Olive on
KY Lake - most
contact one of the
except
paid
sparsely
SHOP
all
utilities
BARBER
ment,
unusual
HORIIIIICKLE
Team" at Kop"Horne
962
Termites You spend thousonds of dollars for a home
electric $125 per month Call
Iee"lose stn..
wooded lot with a
perud Realty, 753-1272.
but never think about termites - they cause the most
Estate
43.
Real
Wed.
to
Day
All
753-8119
Closed
cabin and room
NIW oFFICS MRS:
Wont to bay yawl 17'
&image next to fire. Have your home treated nowi
Saturday 7:30 til 5-00
build another. Fteduc:30-Noon
p.m.
4
Monria
Call
after
maw
New duplex. Northwood Sub- 432 Acres near Kentucky lake,
44. Lots For Sale
753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest Control. 100 South
$388 per acre
ed to $314900.
division, has central heat $16,800
Prk•
y53-5322.
13th Street, Murray, KY. Over 33 years experience
Approximately 14 acre lot with
rem MAUI 73' pump, central vacuum system. Owner financing violable Call
NAIR
Horne owned ond operated.
well and septic tank, in coon
p-.asar Col. ,s3 Ws ono.,
753-8010
or Spann Realty Associates, 753753-8024
Call
intercom.
Notary Ptildit Soon.
try. 52750 753-0246
7724
753-8130
II. Instructions
12. Insurance

PY AVAIL ABLE

TERMITES

Kelley's Termite
Pest
Control, Inc.

1

Ht,
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Deaths and FuneralsThage W. Uddberg
Dies Monday; Was
Native Of Sweden
Ridge W Uddberg ul 507
Blair Street, Murray, died
Monday at 8 10 p.m at the
Westnew Nursing Home. He
was 74 years of age.
Mr. Uddberg was born July
8, 1905, ui Habo,Sweden,to the
late August Uddberg and Emma Wilsson Uddberg. He was
a retired carpenter.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Robbie Jones Uddberg
one daughter, Mrs. Jill
Bohrnell, Barrington, Ill.; one
son, Jack Uddberg, 507 Lynnwood, Murray; three grandchildren - Esc and Britta
Bohrnell, Barrington, III., and
Ellen Uddberg, Murray.
Visitation will start at 4 p.m.
Wednesday at the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home.
The body will then be taken
by airplane to Arlington
Heights. Ill., with graveside
rites scheduled Friday at 10
a.m. at the Memorial Gardens
there.

Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Ragsdale
Funeral services for Mrs.
Mary Ragsdale of 1100
Sycamore Street, Murray,
were held today at 10 a.m, at
the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Jerry Smith officiating and Mrs. Otto Erwin
as organist.
Pallbearers were William
Earl Luttrull, Edward Cloud,
Owen Massie, Jr., Rudell
Parks. Fred Pogue, and
George T. Lilly. Entombment
was in
the
Murray
Mausoleum.
Mrs. Ragsdale, 83, died Sunday at 2:45 p.m. at the Christian
Health
Center,
Hopkinsville. Her husband,
Dewey Ragsdale, died Feb. 18,
1979.
She is survived by one
sister, Mrs. Nancie Pardue,
Hopkinsville, three nephews,
one niece, and locally a sisterin-law, Mrs. Stella Ragsdale,
and a brother-in-law, Golden
H. Ragsdale.

Rayburn Boyd Dies
Saturday; Funeral
Held This Morning
Rayburn Boyd was pronounced dead on arrival at the
Community
Hospital,
Mayfield, on Saturday at 8:50
p.m. He was 69 years of age.
The deceased, a resident of
Church
Road,
Sharon
Mayfield, operated Boyd's
Shell Service, Ninth and
Broadway,there.
Mr. Boyd is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Mary Frances
Boyd; one sister, Mrs. Lucie
Yates, Graves County; two
brothers, James V. Boyd,
Mayfield, and Herbert Boyd,
Murray.
The funeral was held today
at 11 a.m at the chapel of the
Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield, with the Rev. James
Nash officiating.
Active pallbearers were
Dean and Lynn Yates, Charles
Ray, Keith Elliott, Jackie
Matheny, and Mike Keel.
Honorary pallbearers were
Charles Baugh, James Wylie,
George, L. G., and John Cook,
EL-no Jarboe, Mike Baker,
Cook Sanders, Connie Stroup,
and Larry Angel..
Burial was in the Highland
Park Cemetery there.
To preserve the natural
flavor of canned vegetables,
pour off liquid into a
saucepan, boil to reduce
volume by half, add
vegetables, heat and season.

Rev. Ray Jackson
Dies At Age Of 47
The Rev Ray Jackson, 47,
brother of Mrs. Faye Wyatt of
Murray, was pronounced dead
on amval at the Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah, on
Sunday at 725 p.m. He was a
resident of Marion and his
death was due to an apparent
heart attack.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Carmalee Jackson; two
sons, Michael Brent Jackson,
Marion, and Kenneth Alan
Jackson, Central City; three
sisters - Mrs. Harold Beard,
Beaverton, Mrs. J. C. Wilber,
Fulton, and Mrs. Faye Wyatt,
Murray; two brothers, J. C.
Jackson, Water Valley, and
Bobby Joe Jackson, Milton,
Vt.
The Tucker Funeral Home
of Marion is in charge of the
funeral and burial arrangements.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take
the form of contributions to
the special scholarship fund at
the Marion Baptist Church.

Mass.
SPRINGFIELD,
AP)- Rose Lombardi tried
desperately to rescue her 6year-old son when she saw a
man swing a thin-bladed boning 'Knife at him. But when it
was over, little Anthony Lombardi was dead and Mrs. Lombardi and four other people
were wounded in a bloody
hospital stabbing spree.
"It was panic," said
hospital guard George Bishop.
"There was blood all over the
screamplace.. people
ing...running in every direction."
William B. Robinson, a
former ice cream factory
employee, was charged with
murder and eight counts of
assault with a dangerous
weapon and was hospitalized
under police guard after the
Monday incident.
His sister said the rampage
came one day after Robinson,
42, visited the same hospital,
seeking admission and warning he might kill.
"If they had put him in the
hospital, this never would
have happened," said Edna
Hooks. "These people
wouldn't have been hurt. He
was threatening to kill
everybody that got in his
way."
The hospital issued a denial
that Robinson had sought admission.
According to security'
guards at the Springfield
Hospital Unit of Bay State
Medical Center, the man
walked into the emergency
room about 10 a.m., grabbed a
woman and began stabbing
her. Guard Harold Ferrier,62,
radioed for help before he was
stabbed in the back.
Bishop heard the call "Somebody's been stabbing
everybody over herel" - and
came running. He said he
found the man outside on the

'78 Pontiac Letitia:
Station Wagon
Burgundy with Carmine interior. approx. 25,000
miles, p.s., p.b., air, AM/FM, roof carrier, Rally
wheels.

$4,500.00

sot GM 11.4.

i(4 OVIth

Genuine GM Porii

DWAINIBILOR CHEVROLET, INC.
641 South
40f mew

Courtland Ragsdale of Murray Route 3 died Monday at
630 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He
was 77 years of age.
The Calloway man was a
retired employee of the Kentucky State Park System, and
was a member of Temple Hill
Lodge No, 276 Free and Accepted Masons.
He was born Dec. 28, 1902, in
Calloway County, and is survived by several cousins.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 3 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Witham Balentine officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Friendship Cemetery with the
pallbearers being members of
the Temple Hill Lodge who
will conduct Masonic rites at
the gravesite.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p.m. today Tuesday.

Dennis Vowell, and Denny
Jones. Burial will follow in the
South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery.
Mrs. Wicker, 78, died Monday at 2:50 a.m, at the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital. Her husband, Nollie
Wicker, died April 1, 1971.
She is survived by one
brother, Willie Everett, Murray, two nieces, one uncle, and
one aunt.

Man Stabs Six-Year-Old;
Four Others At Hospital

.110. witim ANSE. aeliga4lOw "it'w AWC7ip

Keep That

COU rtiand Ragsdale
Dies Monday With
Rites On Wednesday

Final Rites Today For Mrs. Wicker
The funeral for Mrs. Jessie
Wicker of 701 Riley Court,
Murray, will be held today at 3
p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. R. J. Burpoe officiating. Music will be
by the choir of the Grace Baptist Church where she was a
member.
Pallbearers will be Ted
Grayson, Floyd Hart, Larry'
Armstrong, Everett Hart,

753-2617

mew. 1110. alIFF

NA Head Lauds Solid
Waste Disposal Plans

il

Funnel Clouds Are
Seen, Georgetown

VISITS CAMPUS - Nurse Recruiter Mrs. Genevieve Adams of Murray, visited the
Shawnee College campus near Ullin, a, June 13 to interview prospective practical
nursing students for the Murray-Calloway County Hospital in Murray. The Shawnee
College director of Practical Nursing program. Mrs. Martha Van Cleve of Cairo, Ill., is
on left with Mrs. Adams at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital display table.

In New York Skyscraper Fire

More Than 100 Felled By Smoke
and 15 people trapped on the
BY JED HOROWTTZ
32nd floor stuffed absorbent
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK I AP)- It was items beneath a door to keep
from inhaling the toxic fumes.
the kind of blaze big-city
Fire marshals said the
firefighters have learned to
cause was undetermined and
dread - flames spurting from
the fire did not appear
a 42-story Park Avenue
skyscraper, more than 100 suspicious. The building did
not have a sprinkler systerh,
firefighters felled by toxic
and one was not required.
smoke and heat and an
No fatalities were reported
unknown number of people
but officials said four
trapped inside the concrete
firefighters suffered heart atand glass tower.
The fire in the Westvaco tacks and up to 75 people were
Building, opposite the taken to area hospitals. A total
fashionable Waldorf-Astoria of 125 people, mostly
Hotel in midtown Manhattan, firefighters, were treated for
raged out of control for three smoke inhalation and cuts
hours Monday night as shards from flying glass.
Firefighters were forced to
of glass fell onto the street
break windows to keep the fire
below.
Streams of water gushed from consuming oxygen on the
from the 20th floor executive floors above. On the street
offices of the Bank of below, thousands crowded
America, where the blaze ap- police barricades to watch.
"The smoke is just inparently began. Firefighters
were able to contain the fire to describable and the heat is
that floor, but acrid smoke like an oven," firefighter John
mixed with noxious fumes Pistelli said before the blaze
from plastic furniture rose as was doused as he stood at the
makeshift emergency ward
high as the 40th floor,
The smoke was so thick that set up in tile building's lushly
two firemen lost their way in appointed lobby. "The smoke
the glass tower for 45 minutes is so thick you can lean on it.-

ambulance dock, crouched
over, with young Lombardi in
his arms.
"At first when I saw his
hand moving up and down I
thought he was trying to assist
him," said Bishop. -But then I
saw the knife."
Bishop, 55, said he persuaded the man to drop the
weapon.
Mrs. Lombardi, 30, of
Agawam, was hospitalized in
stable condition with stab
wounds received when she
tried to save her child. Police
said she and her son had gone
to the hospital to pick up a patient.
A first in rescue calls was
Besides Ferrier and Mrs. received Saturday by the
Lombardi, three women pa- Paris-Henry County Rescue
tients were treated for knife Squad for the recovery of a
wounds.
man's arm, lost while the perPolice said the violence son was water skiing in the
began an hour earlier at Paris Landing Park area.
Robinson's house.
The first question asked by
Lt. John Coville said Robin- the squad was if the amson burst into a bathroom and bulance had been called. Park
threw a caustic drain cleaning Ranger Eddie Noble said that
chemical at his wife, Norma, wasn't required as it was a
burning her and his 5-year-old $4,000 artificial arm.
granddaughter, Shanndolyn
Ronnie Nanney, Eddie ForReynolds. He then stabbed his rest and Dale Evans,
wife, police said, and headed members of the rescue squad,
toward the hospital.
arrived on the scene about 5
Mrs. Robinson was in fair .-p.m. to begin dragging for the
conditon and Miss Reynolds in limb. About 7 p.m. the arm
good condition at Bay•state's was recovered, unharmed,
Wesson unit.
and presented to the happy
Robinson, who received owner.
first- and second-degree burns
Luther Jones, park
on his arms and chest from the manager, said he almost went
chemical, was in fair condi- into cardiac arrest when sotion at the same hospital.
meone came to the office and
Family members said he said a water skiier had lost an
never fully recovered from a
stroke several years ago and
had been taking Valium and
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1API - USDA other tranquilizers.
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
Ms. Hooks said she and her 1500, compared
to Monday's close
brother had gone to the slaughter steers and heifers not enough
accurate prices test, slaughter cows
hospital on Sunday seeking ad- for
steady, bulls steady to firm, slaughter
mission for him. She said he calves untested. vealers steady, feeders
told a doctor, "My wife wants steers fully steady, heifers 1 00-2 00
higher, full advance on weights over 500
me to kill her and I'm gonna lb.
Slaughter steers choice 1030 lb 66 70.
kill her."

'Arm' Rescued Near
Paris Landing Sunday

Livestock Market

Thieves Steal
-Tools, Tires
At City Garage
The second burglary in a
month at the city street
department building on
Highway 641 netted thieves
tools and snow tires during the
weekend, according to Murray Police Department officials.
Two magnum wheels and
two tires from a 1973 Pontiac
Grand Prix and two tires and
wheels from a 1972 Ford
Torino were stolen Monday
night from cars parked in the
Peoples Batik parking lot.
In addition, wheels were
stolen from a 1969 Buick
Riviera parked on a lot on
East Poplar owned by Hutson
Chemical Co.
All incidents are under investigation.

GALLATIN, Tenn. (AP) - TVA provided a $99,000 loan
Saying the country can no or engineering studies of the
longer ignore the resource plant and a $2 million loan to
value of garbage, Tennessee finance the project. The
Valley Authonty chairman S. county's resource authority
David Freeman predicted a received a $1.5 million federal
plant to generate power from grant for the project, and the
solid wastes would conserve bulk of the funding came from
72,000 barrels of oil a year.
industrial development bonds,
Freeman participated in financed by Gallatin, Henderground breaking ceremonies sonville and Sumner County
Monday at the $9 million
Sumner County Solid Waste
Energy Recovery Facility
that is to be completed in 1961.
If each of the 201 counties in
GEORGETOWN, Ky. (AP)
seven states served by TVA
- Three funnel clouds were
would generate power from
sighted near Georgetown
solid wastes, 10 million barMonday night, and high winds
rels of oil could be saved each
caused minor damage at the
year, the head of the governFayette County-Scott County
ment utility said. "That's
line, Georgetown officials
about equal to all the oil this
said.
country imports in an average
City police dispatcher Alan
day," he said.
Johnson said city fireman Bob
"Just when the tide of garFry reported a funnel cloud at
bage was beginning to overthe county line between Ironwhelm us in the 1970s, the era
works Pike and U.S. 25 at
of cheap energy came to an
about 6 p.m. The cloud didn't
end," Freeman said. "We can
touch down, he said. Lexno longer ignor the resource
ington fire department dispatvalue of our refuse. At the mocher B.G. David said some
ment, energy is the most
trees were downed but that no
valuable end use of garbage.
power lines were damaged.
It can help to meet the critical
A second sighting was
national challenge of getting
reported by George Cutshaw
off imported oil."
of Georgetown three miles
The Sumner
County
south of the city at about 6:30
Resource Authority asked for
p.m. Johnson said a sighting
TVA's help when it realized its
reported by Roy Tudor of
landfill would be full by 1981.
Georgetown just before 7 p.m.
"Large, messy landfills that
was a duplication of an earlier
eat up acre after acre, year
report, meaning that there
after year, are not good
were two funnel clouds rather
neighbors," Freeman said.
than three.
"They are reminders of a
Johnson said the National
throw-away society that is
Weather Service lifted a torrapidly running out of land."
nado watch for the area at 7:20
The facility, he said, would
p.m.
burn 90 to 95 percent of the
county's solid waste - 150
tons a day - and be the first
Prices of stock, of local interest at 11
municipal plant in the nation a.m. CST today furnished to The Murray
to convert garbage into steam Ledger ilk Times by First of Michigan
Corp.. of Murray,
and electricity.
Average
-3.16
TVA is to buy the electricity Industrial
Air Products
37%-35
594+11
and the steam is to be sold to Amenran Motors
Ashland
31+04
three industries in the Gallatin American
Telephone
52%-f-ti
7 ime
Chrysler
Industrial Park.
Ford Motor
244-4
Similar plants are planned GAF
1166-50
II% sae
for Nashville, Bristol, Cenral Care
06504
Dynamics
Asheville, N.C., and General
47406
General Motors
1544+56
Guntersville, Ala., Freeman General Tire
1504+64
Goodrich
said.
1394-44
Goodyear
4104-04
"TVA and Sumner County Gull Oil
1555+1
/
4
Harriers
are united in a pioneer part- Heuhlein
2904+64
5115e unc
nership. Together we can I.13.M
301
-4b, 205iia
demonstrate that cogenera- Jones
254+11
PC-54art
2r4+%
tion from municipal solid Pennwalt
3264+
Quaker Oats
waste makes sense, not only Texaco
36% unc
33+,
5
here but across the Tennessee U S. Tobacco
38,
4
Wal-Mart
Valley," Freeman said.
159kb, 16‘sa
Wendyla

good holstetns 119'1 lb 58 60,
Slaughter heifers few choice 908 lb
6360,
Slaughter cows commercial 12 04
17 80, utility 43 00-49 00, a few up to
4900. cutter 13 25-45 90, canner and cutter under WO lb 50-43.25,
Slaughter bulls yield grade 1 1290-1565
lb 61 75-63 Si. yield grade 1-3 895-1570 lb
36.25.59 75,
Slaughter calves and vealers choice
160.315 lb veiders 75 ce-as 00. slaughter
calves untested early,
Feeder steers medium frame 1 125-500
lb 76 0482 25, N6-635 lb 72 00-78 75;
package 505 lb 5250. 700400 lb 67 OW
71 75, 030-955 lb 63 5047 80 including
partly fattened 04e-560 lb 65 5667 04
rneyt urn frame 1-2 including fleshy creep
led steer calves and bull calves 300-500 lb
69 00-76 00, 500-700 lb 65 00-72 00, large
frame 2 mostly hoLsteins 500-700 lb 59 7567 00. 700-985 lb 57 0042 25,
Heifers medium frame 1 360,140 lb
68 00-73 00. 500.400 lb 66 00-75 00, 660.740
lb 60 0047 50, a few up to 70 25. medium
frame 2 360-500 lb 61 004630, 560.700 lb
56 0046 00.
Stock rows medium frame 1-2 14
years old 540-740 lb 19 0455 00,
Hogs IWO, compared to Monday's
close barrows and gilts steady in I 00
higher, US 1-2 215-235 lb 43 15-43 15. 235250 lb 41 45-43 15. US 2 206-265 lb 4200'
11 45, tiS 2-3 222.-2193 lb 41 0141 00, US 3
000.275 lb 29 25-11 00. woes' I SO
,
US 1-2 350475 lb 31 50-32 40, US 2-3 MO.
500 lb 30 70-31 50, US 3 750-500 lb 24 75/9 00, US 3 and utility 300-500 lb 21 0525 00 boars over MO lb 17 00-30 DO
Sheep 25, untested early

arm.
"I asked where the victim was
and was told he was wandering around somewhere in the
park. I could just see the man
bleeding to death. Finally,
before I alerted the entire
park, someone thought to tell
me it ' waS an artifiCial arm.
There is never a dull moment
at Paris Landing Park and we
have had a lot of unusual
things happen," Jones said,
"but I think this was a first for

For workers in the building,
the problem was finding out
about the fire and then finding
a way to get out. Fire officials
could not say how many people were caught in the building
when the blaze erupted at
about 7:30 p.m. but all were
either evacuated by firemen
or left safely by way of stairs
or elevators.
-We never heard any
alarms," said a law firm
employee who was working on
the 35th floor. "One of the attorneys looked out the window
and saw billows of smoke."
Fire Commissioner August
Beekman said Monday the fire
was "not an unusual fire for a
high-rise building" but he said
that "not unusual" still meant
lots of problems.
Among them he listed the
difficulty of knowing how
many people are stuck in an
office tower and the problem
of finding ways to remove
them. He also said that getting
oxygen to firefighters is a problem.
Said Deputy Fire Commissioner John Mulligan: "It's
allegedly a fireproof building.
But firemen say there's no
such thing."
The building, located
between 48th and 49th streets,
also houses the corporate
headquarters of the SCM
Corp. and offices of Republic
SiteLcci,
We Accept Viso
Master Charge

Layaways

Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
June 24,900
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 379 F-st 800 Barrows &
Gi/ta 11 00-136 higher sows 50841 50
higher some 1256 Mgher
US 1-2 200-2X lbs
541 00-41 50
US 2000-246 lbs
140 75-41 nn
US 34 30460 lbs.
0007140 75
US 3-4 MOMS lba
Sows
US 1.2 270-35010a
930 0631 00
US 1-3 300450 I be
51111 0430 00
US 1-3 450-500 lba
0431 00
US 1-3 WNW lbs.
(31 00-32 00
US 2-3 31014500 lb..
$22 00.2a 00
Roars over IN
under WO
11313.04-24 00

po

The Decor Store

STORE HOURS

Bel-Air Decor
Bel-Air Shopping Center

Fri. 8:00 p

Phone
753-3642

Mon. Thru

Sat. 3:00 p.m
Open 7:00 am,

Unfinished Furniture In Stock
On Sale Now

Henry County
Tavern Near
Lake Destroyed
For the second weekend ins
row, firefighters from Henry
County, Tenn., were called to
a fire which destroyed a
tavern.
The Paris Landing Fire
Department spent about one
hour early Sunday morning
fighting a fire at the State Line
Bar on Tennessee Highway
119 just across the Calloway
County, Ky., and Henry County, Tenn.,state line.
Firemen said the establishment was already engulfed in
flames when firemen arrived
about 2:30 a.m. and was
destroyed by the blaze.
The fire briefly threatened
an old abandoned house near
the tavern after flames spread
to a nearby tree, but
firefighters kept the blaze
from spreading.
An arson investigation is
currently pending in connection with a fire that destroyed
the Pour House near Puryear,
Tenn., just south of Hazel, early Monday morning,June 16.

Stock Market

Corner Cupboard - Reg. $189.95 Now $179.95
Corner Cupboard Reg. $179.95 - Now $169.95
Curio Cabinet Reg. $189.95 - Now $150.00
Hutch Reg. $359.95 - Now $300.00

Peacock Chairs
Cushion Included

Wicker Sale

New Shipment
Wicker Hampers

Only $7995

Chair L Cushion
Table Only $2495
Only $5995

Hy-Klos Paint Sale
Ng Mos
'2'22 ta

!
1 Interior Flat $6.50
Quick & Easy 9.50
3801-M flat $9.50
Wall Trim $12.50

1

2 gal. Exterior Latex
$19.95

Don't Forget Our
Wallpaper Sale
In Stock Prepasted - Strippable

$4.00 Per Single Roll Reg. $5.49
$5.00 Per Single Roll Reg. $5.95
$6.00 Per Single Roll Reg. $6.95

(3n.sess.ss

BEST COPY AVAILAE

